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Pre-trial dates set in two domestic violence cases

Henson

Priddy

By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
Two people accused of domestic violence-related crimes were
arraigned Friday morning in
Calloway Circuit Court.
Donald G. Priddy II faces
felony charges murder and tampering with physical evidence after
the grand jury indicted him last
week. He was arrested after his exgirlfriend's body was found under
a bed in his Almo Road duplex
Feb. 15.

With felony cases, an innocent
plea is automatically entered.
Circuit Judge Dennis Foust set
a pre-trial conference for April 12,
but the next time Priddy will
appear in court will be at 9 a.m.
April 26, at which time he will
enter a plea or have a trial date set.
Priddy was originally charged
with first-degree manslaughter
after the body of Robin D. Delk.
21, of Pulaski County, Ky., was
found dead from asphyxiation.
However, the grand jury amended
the offense.
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By BRANDI WILLIAMS
•
Staff Writer
When the United Way finished
its campaign year with its annual
breakfast, agency director Peg
Billington encouraged anyone who
wanted to continue to give donations.
A slow year
for the United
Way, the organization was only
able to raise a litIle

He is being held in the
Calloway County jail on a $1 million cash bond and the stipulation
that he can have no contact with
Delk's family once released.
In a separate case, Cathy
Henson also was arraigned for her
attempted murder charge in circuit
court Friday. She also is scheduled
for a pre-trial conference April 12
and will appear in court again at 9
a.m. April 26. At that time she will
enter a plea or have a trial date set.
Henson, 41, is accused of
shooting her husband in the head

OVe

$300,000. The
goal was to be $310.000.
"We only got $300 extra after
the campaign ended," said
Billington. "We hit $300,000, it
was getting over that was tough."
She said what cause the biggest
challenge was finding funding to
take Mattel's place.
"We are still feeling the effects
of Mattel," Billington said.
She said what did make up for
the loss of Mattel were larger donations United Way had received
from businesses such as Briggs &
Stratton and Murray-Calloway
County Hospital, that had already
given so much.
"You have to be positive about
that," Billington said. "People gave
more than they ever have before."
However she said it was going
time to get back to where
take
to
they were. "I'm never disappointed
in the community," Billington said.
"They've done the best they can. I
know if there is a need, this community will help."
Billington is already working on
the campaign for next year, looking
at new ideas and ways to improve
different areas.
"We're working on the strategic
plan," she said. "We're looking for
the campaign weaknesses, but I
know we had a lot of strengths."
She said the next year's campaign will be getting underway
soon, but said anyone who wants
can still contribute to the 2004
campaign.

Municipal Auditorium
in Nashville, Tenn.
SCOTT NANNEY/Lediger 8. Times
photo

Murray State's Rick Jones
goes strong to the basket
In Friday night's semifinal
round game of the OVC
Tournament in Nashville,
Tenn., against Morehead
State. The Racers came
out as 94-72 winners over
the Eagles, which sets up
today's championship
showdown against rival
Austin Peay. Peay edged
Eastern Kentucky to
reach the finals. Read
more about the Racers'
win inside today's Ledger
& Times.
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Fiscal Court votes to
send back MCCH
nominee names
By BRANDI WILLIAMS
Staff Writer
1 he Calloway County Fiscal
Court approved a motion Friday
afternoon to send Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Board nominee
names back to the hospital's nominating committee. The move comes
after Calloway County' JudgeExecutive Larry Elkins questioned
the nomination process.
A recent nominating committee
meeting chose six of eight community members who were deemed
qualified to serve, are not employed
by the City of Murray or Calloway
County governmental bodies, and
who have no relatives who work for
the city or county. They included
Tom Auer. Bill Crass, David
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Mrs. Mary E. Wheeler

The funeral for Mrs. Mary E. Wheeler will be Sunday at 4:30 p.m. in
the chapel of Churchill-Imes Family Funeral Home. John Dale will officibe
ate. Burial will follow in the Murray Memorial Gardens. Visitation will
at the funeral home from I to 4:30 p.m. Sunday.
Mrs. Wheeler, 87, Glendale Place, Murray. died Friday, March 5, 2004.
5
at a.m. at West View Nursing Home.
late
Born March 7. 1916. in Jackson, Mo., she was the daughter of the
nd,
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and
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Everitt Wheeler. owned and operated Murray
years. She attend Glendale Road Church of Christ.
son.
Along with her husband, one son, Ronald Utley, and one grand
er
Brash
Alma
n,
Gibso
ys
Glad
.
Poole
Nola
s,
Stephen Utley, and four sister
and Darlyne Jones. all preceded her in death.
ay,
Survivors include two grandsons. Mike Utley and wife, Karol, Murr
and Gary Utley, Dallas. Texas; daughter-in-law, Shirley Bouknight,
one niece,
Huntsville, Ala.; great-grandson, Hunter Kemp Utley, Murray;
Cherrie Mann and husband, Dal*II, Springfield, Mo.

By TOM SHARP
Associated Press Writer
—
SPRINGFIELD, Tenn. (AP)
killed
three
Four men were shot and
Friday.
in a spree of shootings
said.
s
ritie
autho
d
Springfiel
of
The violence shocked the town
miles
25
some
e
about 14,300 peopl
north of Nashville.
the
"This is probably one of
of
ry
histo
worst days in the
Mike
f
Chie
e
Polic
Springfield,"
Wilhoit said.
t
Wilhoit said investigators hadn'
the
on
still
was
ct
decided if a suspe
victims
loose or whether one of the
kmight have shot himself after attac

n g4he others.
The shootings are being investigated as "separate homicides or
attempted homicides," but investigators were looking for a link, he
said.
The chief didn't know if the victims were friends or in business
together but said they probably
knew each other. "It's a small town,"
he said,
The first shooting was reported at
10:26 a.m., Wilhoit said. Steve
Head, owner of the Springfield Golf
Club. was found dead in his house.
Four minutes later police
responded to a. call about 3 miles
away and found Paul Long seriously

wounded at his downtown business.
Long Auto, Wilhoit said.
Jackie Wilkerson, director of the
city ambulance service, said Long
suffered a "very devastating" head
injury. He was taken by helicopter to
Vanderbilt University Medical
Center in Nashville and was in critical condition Friday.
At 11:21 a.m., police were told
the body of Donny Wilks had been
found on a downtown street.
About two hours later, police
were called to a fourth scene and
found Jerry Lam dead at an abandoned warehouse.
Ages of the victims were not
available and police didn't have

occupations for Wilks"and Lam. ..
The shootings stretched the
e
resources of the Springfield polic
rson
Wilke
ces.
servi
y
and emergenc
said the string of shootings tied up
four of his five EMS crews.
Officers were still combing over
ng
the four scenes Friday night. looki
for clues and connections, and the
Tennessee Bureau of. Investigation
was helping, Withoit said. -"Rumors are flying" about the
motive. Wilhoit said. In response to
a reporter's'question, he said he had
no information about the shootings
being tied to a poker game or other
illegal gambling at the golf club.
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About a)years back,1"disoovered"
a Tennessee-bred Pulitzer Prize-winning
novelist whose achievements, for inexplicable reasons, had been neglected and
forgotten.
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Only 2.90 inches or rain recorded
for the month of February here

Swanson named winner

John Ed Scott, local official government weather recorder, said only 2.90 inches of rain fell in
Murray during the month of February. This compares with 3.36 inches for the month of January.
Rainfalls were .42 on Feb. 2, .31 on Feb. 3,
1.64 on Feb. 5, .09 on Feb. 6, .06 on Feb. 7, .02
on Feb. 9, .02 on Feb. 10, .29 on Feb. 12 and
.05 on Feb. 24. Snow of .5 on Feb. 5 and a trace
of snow on Feb. 7 was recorded.
Fog was noted on Feb. 5, 6 and 10, and ice
pellets on Feb. 6 and 7.
Jo's
The high temperature for the month was 67
Datebook
Feb. 29 and the low was 17 on Feb. . 8. Averon
By Jo Burkeen
age
temperatures were a high of 50 and a low
Community
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31
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Editor
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Murray IAAP Chapter offers scholarshi
trative Pro-

Murray Chapter of International Association of Adminis
fessionals® will offer a scholarship; to an entering freshman majoring in a business related field for the 2004-2005 at Murray State University. Anyone interested in applying for this scholarship should send
a resume to Murray Chapter IAAP, attention Sarah Alexander, E-4,
1500 Coach Est. Dr., Murray, KY 42071, The deadline is March 12,
2004.

MSU Concert will be Sunday

Murray State University Concert Choir and Chamber Singers will
present a concert of African-American spirituals on Sunday, March 7,
at 3:30 p.m. in the Lovett auditorium. Dr. Sonya Baker, MSU faculty soprano, will be guest artist. Dr. Bradley Almquist is director.
Admission is free and the public is invited
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HospitalMenus
"Heart-Smart" is the program
for the menus in the cafeteria of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Anne Newberry, dietitian, said
the menus are designed following
the guidelines of the American
Heart Association and the American Dietetic Association.
Menus, subject to occasional
change. for the week of March
8-14 have been released as follows:
Monday - quiche Florentine,
'oven roasted chicken, Salisbury
steak, 'broccoli spears, whipped
potatoes, 'field peas with snaps,
fried apples, 'vegetable beef and
barley soup.
Tuesday - "Build Your Own Deli
Sandwich" - 'chicken a la orange,
'wild rice pilaf, broccoli casserole,
spicy French fries, candied yams,
'baby carrots, Wisconsin cheese
soup.
Wednesday - meat loaf, turkey
hot brown, 'crumb topped fish filet,

*seasoned green beans, mashed
potatoes, •brussel sprouts, onion
rings, taco soup.
Thursday - 'baked potato bar,
hot Italian roast beef sandwich,
chili, hot dog, pork roast, 'lemon
pepper chicken, 'winter mix vegetables, corn fritters, Harvard beets,
chicken and wild rice soup.
Friday - lasagna, 'vegetable
lasagna, prime sea strips, country
style steak, mashed potatoes with
gravy, 'Italian green beans, breaded cheese sticks, 'steamed yellow squash,'cream of broccoli soup,
garlic bread..
Saturday •- 'chicken pot pie,
meat loaf, smoked sausage, sauerkraut, 'broccoli spears, mashed
potatoes with gravy, 'stewed tomatoes, soup of the day.
Sunday - pot roast, chicken
strips,'crumb topped fish filet, 'oven
roasted potatoes, 'baby carrots,
fried okra, 'crowder peas, soup of
the day.
(*denotes heart-smart selection) .
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Murray Art Guild plans exhibit
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If you are a NEWCOMER to
Murray/Calloway County
Call SYLVIA SANERT
AT 759-9219

ii

COMMUNITY OREETIIVO SERVICE
FOR A SPECIAL WELCOME

We want to bring you gifts from many of our
of
business and professional people. Its their way
saying,"We are glad you hayed moved to
Murray-Calloway County."
We have been welcoming NEWCOMERS since 1946
Over 50 years!

INSURANCE
HWY. 121 BYPASS • 753-4703
www.kfbmurray.com

STUART
ALEXANDER
p•-

P613- 12:55 • 3:40 - 6:55 • 9:40
Twisted
R- 1:00 - 3:10 - 7:00 - 9:15
Passion of the Christ

(Showing on 2 Screens)

R - 12:45 - 1:10 - 3:30 - 3:5(1
R - 6:45 - 7:15 - 9:30 - 9:50
Eurotrip
R - 3:15 - 9:10

Join This Week
so
Serrice

local food banks.
www.curvesintemational.com

Confessions of a Teenage Drama Queen
PG - 1:15 - 7:10
50 First Dates
P613 - 1:20 - 3:25 - 7:20 - 9:25
SCHEDULE GOOD THRU MARCH 11
Program Information Call 753-3314

*Bring a bag of non-perishable food
items this week (March 8-12) to your
local Curves and join with no service
fee. All 'groceries will be donated to

the power to amaze yourseli

759-3400

252-3399

575-3800

1608 Hwy. 121 North
Murray. KY 42071

1769 Mayfield Hsv. *5
Benton. KY 42025

3420 Park Avenue
Paducah, KY 42001

•Offer tined on firm enrollment. minimum 12 mo c d program Not
valid only as participating locations

with ans other
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Sports
Thursday, March

Louisville
doing
fine just
in time
By CHRIS DUNCAN
AP Sports Writer
LOUISVILLE. Ky. (AP) —
Louisville forward Otis George
has been practicing landing on
two feet after he jumps; The 6foot-S George has rjeveloped the
habit of corning down on one row
before the other, which throws off
his balance and shooting.
While George perfects the skill,
the No. 25 Cardinals (19-7. 9-6
Conference USA) appear to have
already righted themselves after losing five of seven games in February
-•
- Louisville wraps up its regular
season Saturday at Marquette (16I0. 7-S) after returning to its old
form in a 75-48 win at Saint
1.,,uis on Wednesday. The ('ardinals forced 20 turnovers and shot
45 percent. their highest percentage in eight games.
"We feel like we're back where
v.c.• were at the beginning of the
season. Es Cr)body's confidence is
way up." said George.. who had
11 points and six rebounds in the
Louis% ille coach Rick Pitino w as
pleasantly surprised by his team's
dominant performance, considering how .out )1 synch it looked
while losing six of its previous eight
games.
"Sometimes things don't make
a Whole lot of basketball sense,"
Pitino said. "We were patient most
ot the time. shot a • good perccntage, got our press on and it
really helped us. It was a big surprise. certainly."
Hie Cardinals' downward spiral started with a 77-70 Marquette
ictiny at Freedom Hall. -The
Eagles' win snapped Louisville's
I6-game w inning streak, and the
Cardinals lost five of their next
Injury problems were already
g for Louis.ville before the
Marquette game. Point guard
Taquan Dean pulled a groin muscle on Jan. 19, and leading scorer Francisco Garcia sprained his
ankle two games earlier. The game
also fell use days after Pitinoleft
the team to treat an undisclosed
medical condition.
l.sen Nithout the adversity. Pitino isn't sure the Cardinals would've
been able to contain Marquette's
Steve Novak. Who scored a careerhigh 31 points in the game.

1114 iu nil
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MURRAY STATE 94

Shumate
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
NASHVILLE. Tenn. - The longawaited rematch has finally became
a reality.
After disposing of No. 3 seed
Morehead State 94-72 in Friday
night's Ohio Valley Conference
semifinals, the second-seeded Murray State Racers can now turn
their attention to No. I seed and
league unbeaten Austin Peay.
The two long-time archrivals will
meet today at 5 p.m. in Municipal Auditorium for the right to
represent the OVC in the NCAA
Tournament.
"Our goal all season has been
to be playing in this arena at 5
p.m. on March 6," said MSU bead
coach Mick Cronin after watching
his first Racer squad dismantle the
Eagles with 56 percent shooting
and a defense,,, that allowed Morehead to shoot just 40 percent from
the floor.
"Obviously,
we're not surprised by any'
that
means
Austin Peay will
No 2 seed
be there too."
Murray Stale will
The Goverface top-seeded
(21-8, 18nors
the
in
Austin Peay
OVC)
championship
game tonight
remained
m
p
at 5
unbeaten in conplay
ference
while advancing to. their second
straight OVC Tournament final
with a come-from-behind 62-57 victory over No. 4 seed Eastern Kentucky in last nights first semifinal contest.
After Peay held up -its end of
the bargain, it was Murray's turn.
And the Racers didn't disappoint either.
Playing in . front of a large
MSU contingent. the Raeers (275. 16-2) jumped out to a huge
early lead and never were seriously threatened by a Morehead unit
that continued to play without its
second-leading scorer, senior guard
Chez Marks, who missed the stretch
run of the season with a careerending injury..
Down a key player. the Eagles
had to rely on all-everything senior Ricky Minard. The All-OVC
swingnian got his share of points
- 12 in each half for a game-high
24 - but shot just S-of-23 from

fits

MOREHEAD 72

Murray in win over Eagles

RACERS 94, '!.qplif",
Morehead St. riatit,.

Morehead State (16-13, 10-6)
Kelly 6-10 7-9 20. Smith 0-1 0-0:0,
4,
Ward 8-23 7-10 24, Abu 11-1.4-4
McKr.ight 4-9 1-2 9. Lewis 1-3 1-2 3,
Reed 3-7 1-1 7. West 1-2 0-0 2, Bums
72.
1-4 0-0 3. Totals 24-60 21-28
Murray wide (27-5, 144)
Paschel 2-4 4-6 9. Victor 7-7 0-0 14,
15,
Hornig 2-2 0-0 4, Shumate 5-10 2-3
0.
Whelchel 3-9 5-6 14, Haworth 0-0 0-0
0, WitherJones 2-6.4-4 9. Akin 0-1 0-0
0-0 0-0 0, Chiles
sPoon 6-6 0-0 12, Wog
0, Brown 62-6 0-0 4, Roncevic 0-0 0-0
94.
11 1-3 13. Totals 35-62 16-22
Halftime—Murray State 43. Morehead
ehead State
State 32. 3-poInt goals—Mor
1-5,
3-15 (Kelly 1-1, Burns 1-4, Minard
Murray
Smith 0-1, West 0-1. Reed 0-3),
3-8.
State 8-23 (Shumate 3-7, Whelchel
0-1)
Paschel 1-2, Jones 1-5, Chiles
Fouled out—Minard, Kelly, McKnight.
Rebounds—Morehead Stale 28 (Minaret
8). Murray State 37 (Victor 9). Assists—
Morehead State 14 (Minard 8). Murray
State 23 (Chiles 8). Total fouls—Morehead State 18. Murray State 22. Technlcals—Minard 2, Brown, Chiles. A-3,216.

the field and unceremoniously
fouled out in the closing minutes
of play.
"He's as talented as any player in the country," Cronin said of
Minard.."I've coached NBA Lottery picks and ..some real talented
guys, and he's a NBA talent for
sure."
Murray took the Eagles out of
their game plan early, racing out
to a 16-2 advantage in the first
five minutes of action. Senior forward Antione Whelchel got things
started for the Racers with a 3pointer. Chris Shumate, Andi Horning and Cuthbert Victor all had
points for MSU in the run.
The game was marred early on
by three technical fouls - one each
for Minard and Racers Kelvin
Brown and Adam Chiles. But cooler heads prevailed and the game
resumed as normal.
Morehead managed to slice its
deficit to six points (19-13) on a
lay-up by Ramon Kelly with 10:30
left in the half, and later cut the
margin to only four (28-22) on a
free throw by Minard with 7:09
to go before halftime.
But the Racers responded with
a Victor dunk, a putback by Brown
and a 3-pointer from Rick Jones
to extend, their lead back to double digits. Murray carried a commanding 43-32.edge into the intermission.
"We talked before the game

SCOTT NANNEY/Ledger&Times photo

Ricky Minard
Murray State senior forward Kelvin Brown goes up against Morehead State's
in the
points
13
had
Brown
night.
Friday
Tenn.,
le,
Nashvil
in
ment
during the OVC Tourna
94-72 win.
about being able to weather Murray's knockout punch." said Morehead coach Kyle Macy. "They like
to come out and knock you out
in the first few minutes of the

game, and, we6ust couldn't get
from that. We had trouble
scoring all night: and we didn't
do a good job defensively on their
shooters."

away

The Eagles managed to pull NA I I h in six points (45-39) on a Minard
dunk with 16:40 on the clock. hut
See RACERS Page 7

A-Rod's debuts for Yankees

TAMPA, Ha. (AP) — Alex
Rodriguez trotted down the'thirdbase line, stepped on the plate
and raised his right hand to rye
Derek Jeter's fist a knock. Therj
Jason Giambi crossed the plate,
completing his grand slam.
A dream come true for the Yankees, a nightmare for the rest of
the major leagues.
"When I was rounding third, I
myself, 'Where am l?' I
asked
ED REINKE AP
felt like I was in Disney World."
Louisville's Francisco Garcia
A-Rod said Friday following his
and his Cardinal teammate's first game in pinstripes, a 7-5
(19-7. 9-6 Conference USA spring-training win over the
prepare to battle Marquette Philadelphia Phillies.
(16-10. 7-8) today.
The reigning AL MVP previ-

ously played only one inning at
third base, that in an All-Star
game. In five innings in the held,
he handled four grounders and made
one tag play. He let one ball kick
off his glove but recovered in time
to get the out at first, where
Giambi stretched to pull in a throw
that was high and wide.
At the plate, Rodriguez was 0for-2 with a groundout,.the walk
that loaded the bases for Giambi
and a strikeout.
"It was like being at the AllStar game, pretty much, standing
out there at first base, flipping it
out there to those guys," Giambi
said of icier and Rodriguez. "It's

pretty incredible seeing them both
over there."
Among the players in New
York's starting batting order, only
No. 9 hitter Enrique Wilson was
not a former All-Star. The group
that opened the game had a combined 38 All-Star selections and
two MVP awards — throw in
pitcher Kevin Brown, and the
All-Star total rose to 43.
With the game a sellout, about
100 fans started lining up more
than 4 1/2 hours before- the first
pitch, waiting to find out if any
tickets became available.

RUSTY KENNEDY/AP

New York Yankees third baseman Alex Rodriguez stretches
but is unable to reach a base hit by Philadelphia Phillies'
Jeremy Salazar during their spring training game Friday in
Tampa, Fla.

Kentucky makes strides in first season under DeMoss
community just connected and respondBy MURRAY EVANS
ed."
4/Assated Press Writer
Under DeMoss, an assistant for 18 seaImmedi—
(AP)
Ky.
LEXINGTON.
at Tennessee. the attitude about
sons
ately before Kentucky's women's basketbasketball at Kentucky has noticewomen's
Blue
ball team was introduced at Big
. The team continued to
changed
ably
Madness in October, new coach Miekie struggle on the court. finishing 11-17 after
DeMoss gathered her players in a hall- a 60-41 loss to Vanderbilt in the first
way in sold-out Memorial Coliseum.
round of the Southeastern Conference tourDeMoss told them to remember the nament. but the difference is, people seem
feeling and promised if they worked hard, to care.
those rowdy crowds would start showing
After one loss, beMoss remarked. "We
up to watch them. Three-and-a-half months 'just keep losing and losing, and more
later, before a game' with No. I Ten- people keep coming."
So many people came — 72,553 —
nessee. DeMoss spoke to her players again
an'd told them about the near-capacity crowd that Kentucky broke its season attendance
of 8,429 fans — most of them in Ken- record of 6E975, set during the 1982-83
season. Kentucky drew more fans this
tucky blue, not Tennessee orange.
"It happened a lot quicker than I ever season than it had in the three previous
thought it would." DeMoss said. "We've seasons combined.
Seven years ago. the Wildcats' averbeen the envy of a lot of people in this
home crowd was 682 fans. This seaage
conference. I thought that we would build
it was 5.182, 16th-best in the nation.
son,
the
But
years.
to that over two to three

"I can see the future
here, and it's so positive
to think about where
we're headed. because 1
honestly believe that
we're doing everything
the right way," DeMoss
said. "We're building a
solid foundation. We're
not going to try to be
some
flash -in-the-pan
• DeMoss
Program- I %ant it to be
solid and last for a long time."
The program received plenty of marketing support from the university, through
billboards and radio and television advertisements. Season tickets went for only
$20, an offer that drew 2.600 takers. Athletic director Mitch Barnhart said ticket
prices "will stay right in that zone" for
the foreseeable future "to keep it family
friendly" and help build a fan base.
Barnhart said he was pleasantly sur-

prised by the level of support for the
team.
"Two things have to happen." Barnhart said. "You have to have a plan in
place. but you have to have somebody
you can implement the plan around. Mickie brings that credibility."
DeMoss dreams that someday the Wildcats will outgrow 8.500-seat Memorial
Coliseum and have to play their home
games at Rupp Arena, where Kentucky's
men play. The women played two games
at Rupp Arena this season and recorded
their biggest win of the season in one of
those games, outlasting Louisville 84-80
in overtime.
In the SEC. Kentucky finished 3-11,
proving competitive at times and overwhelmed at others. The Wildcats were
within four points of Tennessee with 3:25
left before losing 81-72. Other top teams
cruised against Kentucky, as Georgia won
by 21 points. Auburn won by 17 and

Florida won by 20
"One thing that impresses me about
Kentucky is the heart that they play with
and the confidence they're playing with
this season," said South Carolina coach
Susan Walvius, whose team lost twice to
Kentucky. "This team works hard, and
they work hard all the time. There's nothing lazy about this basketball team."
Other opposing coaches also have
noticed the change in attitude at Kentucky. After her team beat the Wildcats,
Tennessee coach Pat Summitt said DeMoss
had been particularly angry after Kentucky lost by 13 the previous week at
Mississippi State. Kentucky lost 96-46 at
Mississippi State during the 2002-03 season, a fact Summitt reminded her good
friend of during their conversation.
"All she has to do now is keep this
thing in perspective," Summitt said. "She
will get it done. I'm proud of her."

SCOREBOARD

Kahne gets first Cup
pole with record run

Break Time Billiards recently announced the winners of its
winter league season. Pictured are (front row, from left)
Ray Caldwell, Devon Winchester, Lewis Smith, (back row)
Aaron Stevens, Todd Seffelt, Derek Nance, Mike Rogers,
Roger Askew and Chuck Williams.

Break Time Billards
wraps up League Season
Clark. In tournament play, the team
Staff Report
of Mike Rogers, Roger Askew and
Murray Ledger & Times
Chuck Williams finished in first
Break Time Billiards recently
place.
completed its 2004 Winter 8-ball
The team of Ray Caldwell,
League season.
Devon Winchester and Lewis Smith
The biannual league, which has combined to finish second overall
seasons each winter and summer, and second in tournament play.
completed its most recent season
Also receiving trophies were
with six teams of three to four Caldwell (High Shooter) and Aaron
Stevens (Most Improved Player).
players each.
Anyone interested in joning the
Claiming first-place in the sixteam field was the team of Todd league or forming a team should
3.
Seffelt. Derek Nance and Charlie contact Mickey Stom at 759-930
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LAS VEGAS, Nev. (AP) —
Kasey
down
cooled
hasn't
week off
Kahne.
The 23-year-old rookie, who
missed winning the race Feb. 22
at Rockingham by inches, grabbed
his first NASCAR Nextel Cup
pole Friday in a record-smashing
qualifying session at Las Vegas
Autostock
Motor Speedway that featured
Kasey Kahne celebrates his
NASCAR's "Young Guns."
"I messed the first lap up a first career Bud Pole Award
little bit, but I got it straightened in just his third Cup start.
out," said Kahne, who watched
Nene, Cup-UAW-DeintlerCbrysior 400 Lineup
By The AefLoctated Press
nervously. from the top of his
Atter Frklay qualifying; mos Sunday
team's transporter until Kurt Busch.
At Les Vega Motor Speedway
Lap Length: IS miles
the last of 44 drivers to making
(Cm number in parentheses)
qualifying runs, came up just short. 1. (9) Kasey Kahne, Dodge. 174 904 rhOh.
174 548
Kahne, driving a Dodge for 2. (97) Kurt Busch, Ford,
3. (25) Brian Vickers. Chevrolet. 174 537
Evernham Motorsports in only his 4 (42) Jame 1St-Murray, Dodge, 174 436.
174.340.
third Cup start, turned a lap of 5 (12) Ryan Newman, Dodge,
6 (19) Jeremy Mayfield. Dodge, 174.267.
174.904 mph, leading 15 drivers 7. (18) Bobby Laborde, Chevrolet, 171863.
Dodge. 173 823
who surpassed the previous track 8 (77) Brendan Gaughan,173
807
9 (16) Greg BOW Ford.
qualifying record of 173.016; set 10 (91) 1.11 Elliott. Dodge, 173 768
740
173
.
Ford.
Labonte
Seder.
11
Moll
(36)
last year by Bobby
12 (48) Jvnnue Johnson, Chevrolet, 173.444
The youngster was asked if 13/(411 Casey Mears. Dodge. 173.405
Chevrolet, 173 266
winning his first pole was more 14 (15) Michael Waltrip,
15 (101 Scott Riggs. Chevrolet 173 066
exciting than nearly beating defend- (6 (29) Kevin Harvick, Chevrolet, 173.010
17 132) Riciry Craven. Chevrolet, 172 983.
ing series champion Matt Kenseth
18 (84) Kyle Busch, Chevrolet, 172 955.
for the win at Rockingham.
19 (20i Tony Stewart, Chevrolet. 172.726.
fun,"
of
lot
20 (24) Jeff Gordon, Chevrolet, 172 489
"Rockingham was a
403
21 (2) Rusty Wallace, Dodge. 172
he said. "But that was two weeks 22 (3)) Robby Gordon. Chevrolet. 172 150
996
a
171
Dodge.
is
This
Marlin,
23 (40) Sterling
ago and this is now.
24 (43) Jeff Green. Dodge, 171,750
team."
our;
for
thing
great
25 (17) Matt Kenseth. Ford, 171 679
Chevrolet, 171 516
Sunday's UAW-DaimlerChrysler 26 (8) Dale Earnhardt Jr 171
505
27 (6) Mark Martin. Fent
first
the
be
to
d
expecte
is
400
28 (99) Jeff Barton, Ford, 171.483.
171.423
comFord.
29 (88) Dale Jarrett,
real test for NASCAR's new
30 (30) Johnny Sauter, Chevrolet, 171 358
bination of a shortened rear spoil- 31 (49) Ken Schrader. Dodge. 171 352,
171.146
er and softer tires — both intend- 32 (45) Kyle Petty, Dodge,
33 (21) Ricky Rudd. Ford, 171 130
diinterme
on
racing
ed to make
34 (0) Ward Burton. Chevrolet 170 783.
170.444.
ate tracks such as this I 1/2-mile 35 (4) Kevin Lepage, Chevrolet,
36 (09) Johnny Benson. Dodge, 170401.
.
oval more exciting
37 (5) Terry Laborde, Chevrolet. 170.304
169 977
The softer tires and decreased 38 (01) Joe Nemechek, Chevrolet.
39 (22) Scott Wommer, Dodge, provisional.
cars
the
made
downforce certainly
40 (50) Dernke Cope. Dodge, provisional.
Drovevonal.
faster on Friday. and it was 41 (02) Carl Lens). Pontiac.
42 (72) Kirk Sheknerdone, Ford, provisional.
NASCAR's twentysomethings who 43 (89) Morgan Shepherd, Dodge. 164 988
Felled to quality
took greatest advantage of the new
44 (98) Larry Gureeknan. Ford. 161 103
rules.

McGee, Oatman represent
Murray Youth Swim
Team at Championships •Racers ...

Sponsored

By'

Haverstock and Suiter
Insurance Agency

State. Auto
insurance

Nobody can protect your AAJTQ
any better than we can!
15
211 S. 12th St. • Murray, KY • 753-34

Van Haverstock

PRO SPORTS SCOREBOARD
Stator League Baseball
Spring Training Glance
By The Associated Press
All Times EST
AMERICAN LEAGUE
PCI
L
1 000
Anaheim
1.000
Boston
1 000
Cleveland
0 1 000
Texas
1 000
0
Toronto
1 .500
Baktmore
500
1
Detrok
500
1
Minnesota
500
1
New York
000
Chcago
000
Tampa Bay
000
1
Kansas City
000
1
0
Seattle
000
2
0
Oakland

NATIONAL LEAGUE
Los Angeles
Milwaukee
Cincinnati
New York
Chicago
Florida
Montreal
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
San Francisco
Arizona
Colorado
Houston
San Diego
St Louis
Atlanta

3
2
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

Pct
1 000
1.000
1 000
667
.500
500
500
1
500
1
500
1
500
1
000
000
1
000
1
000
1
000
1
000
2

the stand.
NOTE Spet-sguad games count in
teams
'rigs games against non-malor league
do not
Friday'. Games
Florida 6. Baltimore 0
Los Angeles 6 Atlanta 5
Pittsburgh 6, Detroit 5
Cleveland 14 Houston 2
Montreal 6. St Louis (ss) 4
Toronto 4, Cincinnati (ss) 0
Minnesota 10, Cincinnati (ss) 4
12 innings
Boston (ssi 9. Boston College 3 6
N Y Yankees 7, Philadelphia 5

Anaheim 8 San Diego 7
Milwaukee 4 Oakland 3. 10 innings
Texas 10. Kansas City 5
Arizona (ss) 6. Seattle 4
Chicago (ss) 3 Colorado 0
Chicago Cubs 4 San Francisco 1
Chicago (ss) 4. Arizona (SS) 3. (0 .nnIrKls
innings
Boston (ss) 7, Northeastern 0, 6 12
N Y Mee 10. St Louts (ss) 6
Saturday's Crimes
(205
Ananta VS Houston at Kissimmee. Fla.
pint
Boston vs Minnesota at Fort Myers Fla
t205 pm
Fla
Montreal vs Baltimore at Foil Lauderdale
12 05 pint
.
Fla
Detroit vs Cleveland at Winter Haven
12 05 pm
Cincinnati vs Philadelphia at Clearwater. Fla
t205 pm
Pittsburgh vs Tampa Bay at St Petersburg
Fla, (205 pm
p —
Florida vs St Louis at Jupiter. Fe. 12 10
St Lucie
Los Angeles vs N Y Mets at Port
Fla 12 10 pm
. 12 15
Toronto vs NY Yankees at Tampa, Fia
P
pm
Anaheim vs Oakland at Phoenix. 2 05
2 05
San Diego vs Seattle at Peoria. Ari2
m
San Francisco vs Chicago Cubs at Mesa.
Ara , 2 05 p rn
Kansas City vs Texas Iss) at Surprise. Ariz
205 p rP
Milwaukee Iss) vs Colorado at Tucson Ariz.
2 05 p m
Arizona vs Chicago White Sox at Tucson,
Aria. 205 pm
805
Texas Iss) vs Milwaukee Iss) at Phoenix
pm
Sunday's Games
Battrnore vs Florida at Jupiter, Fla 12 05
pm
NY Yankees vs Boston at Fort Myers. Fla
12 05 pm
1205
St Louis vs Montreal at Vera. Fla
m
Tampa Bay vs Atlanta at Kissimmee. Fla
12 05 p m
12 05
Cleveland vs Detroit at Lakeland, Fla
pin
Fla
Beach,
NY Mets vs Los Angeles at Vero
12 05 pm
Minnesota vs Cincinnati at Sarasota, Fla
1205 pm

From Page 6
that's as close as Morehead
would get on this night.
Murray followed a 53-percent
shooting effort in the first half
with a 60 percent (18-of-30) effort
in the final 20 minutes.
- Five Racers scored in double
figures., led by Shumate's 15 points
on 5-of-10 shooting from the field.
This evening, the Racers will
try to break a five-game losing
streak to the Governors, who defeated MSU 63-56 on Feb. 14 at the
Dunn Center in Clarksville. Tenn.
The match up was the only scheduled game between the two rivals
this season because of the league's
new scheduling format.
While the Racers would dearly like to get revenge on a team
that has beaten them six of the
last seven times, Shumate insisted their opponent in the championship round really didn't matter.
"We came here just wanting to
win three games to get to the NCAA
Tournament," he said. "Regardless
of who it is, we've just got to
come out ready to play. We just
want to go out with a win."
Today's championship will be
broadcast live on sports cable channel ESPN2.
The game can also be heard
on the radio on FM station Froggy 103.7 •

competed
Daniel McGee (left) and Logan Oatman recently
s, held
onship
Champi
ing
In the Kentucky 8 & Under Swimm
Youth
Murray
the
ented
repres
They
last month in Louisville.
ition.
compet
the
in
Swim Team
in the 100-yard 1M.
Staff Report
McGee finished 11th (1:25.31)
Murray Ledger & Times
the 100-yard freestyle, 12th
in
Local
—
Ky.
,
VILLE
LOUIS
in the 50-yard backstroke,
(46.27)
swimmers Logan Oatman and
the 50-yard fly (44.96)
in
fifth
the
in
ed
compet
Daniel McGee
(1:43.86) in tthe 10014th
and
Kentucky 8 & Under Swimming
IM.
yard
at
29
Feb.
Championships, held
Both swimmers were reprethe Mary T. Meagher Aquatic Centhe Murray Youth Swim
senting
ter.
Oatman brought home two first- Team.
place finishes in the competition,
while McGee placed well in five
events.
In the boys' 7/8-year-old 50yard freestyle competition, Oatman took first-place honors out
of 77 swimmers with a time of
34.10. McGee was 14th in the
Servicing and Repairing:
event with a time of 38.13.
Oatman also claimed first-place
Computers • Stereos • VCRS • DVD Players & More!
e
freestyl
d
100-yar
the
honors in
competition with a time of 1:25.31.
He also placed third (40.65) in
1709A Hwy. 121 North (Next to Victor's V Mart)
the 50-yard fly and sixth (1:33.06)

*eve
Re.Opelled

SCOTT NANNEY Ledger&Times photo

Chris Shumate had a teamhigh 15 points for the Racers who will play in the OVC
Championship game tonight
at 5p.m. in Nashville, Tenn.

Adam Speed, left, Adario Mercadante and Bryan McDonald
of the Sabre Boxing Club entered the Kids Gloves Boxing
Tournament in Covington, Tenn., over the weekend but only
once competed. Mercadante, 13, of Murray started the weekend with a decision loss to Kevin Williams of Covington in
a non-tournament bout. However, he bounced back to win
the 112-pound 12-13 year old beginner division with a win
over Tevin Burnett of Covington. Adario also received the
12-13 year old Outstanding Boxer Award. Speed, 12. of
Sedalia and McDonald, 15, of Murray were both unopposed
in their divisions.

I used to think it was okay for the phone
company to raise my rates every so often.

BACK IN MURRAY!

THE ELECTRONIC CLINIC

(270) 767-0556

I also used to think it was okay
to listen to Milli Vanilli.

vN

—\4

*or
THE
BULL PEN
.c_Skak

c_Spirds

4rieDin1n9 and-67/er/win-nen/on Cour/(Spare

• STEAKS • LO55TER • CHICKEN • PASTA
Sunday
v Specials
I

NOW OPEN SUNDAYS

Tuesday Special
Grilled Prime ¢
h
Rib • izic'

Lunch: Mon.-Fri. 11 a.m.-2 p.m. • Dinner: Mon.-Thurs. 4-10 p.m.; Fri. & Sat. 4-12 a.m.

NOW OPEN SUNDAYS 11 a.m. -9 p.m.
6/1-7-cry • 759-.5030
/
...5"/ c_St , .7
//c)

Dialog is changing the way people think about local phone service. With
our flat rate of just $35 a month you could save up to 50% on your phone
bill. For just $35, you get local service with unlimited regional long distance
and unlimited calling features like Caller I.D. Best of all, there are no hidden
fees, taxes or hassles. Just $35 a month. Never a penny more.
So why not switch today? Dialog makes it easy. Call 1 -888-SAVE-NOW.
SAVE UP TO

50"
ON PHONE SERVICE

DIALOG
TELECOMMUNICATIONS

A New Way of Thinking

www.talldialog corn

1 -888 -SAVE -NOW

..P.
480.1****141140,1*.*

aver Arw.4.4*00.41,-IF* -***44.444,44.,
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Rewarded for Safety

Chamber cuts ribbons for home improvement

JOHN WRIGHTLedger 8, Times Photo

The employees at Kenlake Foods, Inc., recently celebrated an
excellent 2003 safety record with a fish/chicken luncheon provided by Holmes Family Restaurant. Kenlake had eight on-thejob accidents that required a report to OSHA; that was down
from 15 the previous year. A spokesperson for Kenlake said the
luncheon was also part of the company's first Safety Is First
Week, which included a variety of activities geared toward reinforcing the importance of safety on the job.

Did you
now,..
T h e
Chamber of
Commerce is
an excellent
source of free
publicity for
your community activities,
meetings and
Chamber e\,ents?
To get
Chat
your informaBy Lisa
tion of comSatterwhite
munity interest
Assistant
publicized
Director
through
the
Murray/Calloway Commerce
County Chamber Centre simply
of Commerce
call
the
Chamber
of
Commerce at 753-5171, email
lisa@murray-ky.net, fax 753-0948
or drop it by 805 North 12th Street.
Chamber members are encouraged
to include their business events in
this service as a benefit for your
membership.
Deadlines
are
Wednesday afternoon for a Saturday
inclusion and should be limited to
basic'information.

Coming Up Around Town
•MSU Rodeo, West KY Expo
Center;Tonight.
•Boys and Girls High School
Regional Tournament, March 8- 16,
RSEC.
• Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce Business @
Breakfast, March 10, 7:30 a.m.,The
Murray Room, RSEC.
•Make a Difference Day, March
13, Stewart Stadium,9 a.m. - 1 P.m.
• Intercollegiate Horse Show,
March 13 -14, West KY Expo.
• Land Between the Lakes
National Recreation Area will reopen portions of Energy Lake,
Rushing Bay, Duncan Bay, Duncan
Lake, Smith Bay, Fulton/Honker
Bay Refuge and Long Creek
Waterfowl Refuge, March 16.
Hermitite Lake will also be open
March 16 for bank fishing. Portions
of some refuges or other areas may
remain closed to prOteet nesting
eagles.
• Calloway County Schools
Photo provided
Mini-break,
March 18 - 19.
new
locaat
their
Employees at Integrity Employment Solutions
• Murray Independent Schools
County.
Marshall
N.
in
Highway
641
tion at 6401 U.S.
Spring break, March 15 - 19.
• Murray Independent Schools
Intersession, March 22 - 26.
•AQHA Horse Show, March 20
- 21, West KY Expo.
"'Murray Trade Day, MCC Park,
,
March 22, 7 a.m. - noon.

Integrity Employment
Solutions settles into
different location

Integrity Employment Solutions
has been growing and expanding by
leaps and bounds. After four years
Integrity
growth
of steady
Employment Solutions has settled
into a new building to make room
for more growth.
Integrity's new Marshall County
location, is just four miles north of
its, old location. They are now
located at 6401 US Highway 641 N
in the old Park Avenue Properties
building near Henry's Put Put and
Go-Cart courses.
New owner, Charlie White of
Acutech Resources. Inc., is positioning his new division for the
future. Acutech Resource is a
staffing company based out of Flint,
Mich., specializing in engineer and
professional placements with one of

InBusiness

Der of Commerce
NI;rr ay
Tow risa
Commis:1os

LISA SATTERWHITE/Chamber photo

Connie Pace with Shop at Home Carpets brings her store to your door with her expertise and decorating ideas. She recently held a ribbon cutting at the Commerce Centre to celebrate her membership. Call Connie toll free at 1-866-936-6600 to schedule her visit to help you with flooring,
decorating and window treatments for your home or office through Shop at Home Carpets.
hosted by the Chamber of
Commerce in cooperation with
Town & Gown. He will be informing attendants of the budget cut
influences on
Murray .Stafe
University and sharing survey information from a recent economic
irtrpact study. -Reservations are $12
per person and $10 each for groups
of 10 or more.
• Leadership Murray is planning
Education Day Wednesday. March
10. This day will include visits to
Murray Independent Schools,
Calloway County Schools, Murray
University,
State
Eastwood

Upcoming Ribbon
Cuttings/Open Houses
• D.G. Landscaping & Nursery
LLC, Scott Van Horn, 7884 State
Route 94 West, Murray. April 8, 11
a.m.

Three local businesses featured
in Small Business Showcase

18 years in the assembly department. They have two children
Brandon and Ethan.
The store offers a wide variety of
all papers and borders in stock as
well as accessories and custom
framing. Special order books are
also available at discounted prices.

-Nobody can protect your

Acceptance Capital

4984.
• TGIE Billing, Teresa Eddings,
medical billing service, 908 B North
20th, Murray, 759-2551.
•Stuart Poston, individual member.
•Sylvan Learning Center, Rocky
Menard, tutoring/education, 634
North 12th, Murray, 759-5010.
For more information on becoming a member of the Murray-Calloway County Chamber of
Commerce or hosting a Chamber
event contact Tab Brockman or Lisa
Satterwhite at 753-5171.

Murratd's Newest
norist
and Gift Shoppe
• Green Leaf Candles & Scents
• Mary Engelbreit • Home
Decors
• Full-Service Florist

Kopperud Realty's

HOMEany better than we can!

(Homy 01 31u2 Wizek

Look to us for quality Homeowners Insurance, including Renters
and Condominium Package Plans. We feature very attractive rates,
discounts, and valuable additional items such as Inflation
Protection. Call us today.

McNutt Insurance

•

Mortgage

Christian Academy and information
about home-schooling in our area.

• Plans are being made for
their primary clients being GM "Murray on the Move: Business @
Motors.
• Breakfast" in the RSEC's Murray
Welcome New Chamber
White has plans to further devel- Room, Wednesday, March 10 at
op Integrity Employment Solutions 7:30 a.m. Reservations can be made
Members
equipping them to service various by catling the Commerce Centre at
• Zep Manufacturing, Mike
project placements as they continue 753-5171. Dr. King Alexander will
Wicker, sales representative, 1741
to expand their borders in this be the guest speaker at this breakfast
Jackson Rd., Almo, KY 42020, 559region.
Staffing companies have become
a valuable resource to communities.
Their services provide another
avenue for employment by connecting employer to employee.
As counties aggressively compete for new industry and businesses. Staffing Companies such as
Three local businesses, including the Purchase Area and McCracken counties. Rosemary Miller is the direcIntegrity Employment Solutions
can compliment their efforts, as Aquaculture Co-Op, S'portable Scoreboards, Inc. and tor for the Murray State SBDC and Loretta Daniel is the
they are an available resource for Flegle's Hardware were featured in the 2004 Small business consultant operating out of the Paducah office.
businesses to utilize when seeking Business Showcase hosted by Kentucky's Small
"Small businesses are key to changing the face of our
to meet their personnel needs.
Business Development Centers on Feb. 11. The event,
economy
and this was a great opportunity for us to
which was held at the Capitol in Frankfort, highlighted
focus
on
the
positive things that are happening across
KSBDC's effort to improve Kentucky's economy as
the
Commonwealth,"
said KSBDC state director, Dr.
well as several of their successful clients. The business'Becky Naugle. "We are very proud of our clients'
es received assistance from the Murray St
ate University SBDC which serves Ballard, accomplishments and are equally pleased at the influCalloway, Carlisle, Fulton, Graves, Hickman, Marshall ence our consultants have had on their success."

McCoys take over
Wallpaper for Less
Wallpaper tor Less is under new
ownership.
The store is now owned by Lora
and Tim McCoy. who took over the
building Nov. 14.
Lora has a degree in interior
design and Tim was previously
employed at Briggs and Stratton for

Highlights from the Chamber
staff include

LISA SATTERWHITE/Chamber photo

Unique storage ideas for the way you live are available through Sandy Forrest, owner of
Closetmaid in Murray. From closets to pantries and garages, Sandy can customize your home or
office without a custom price. Call Sandy at 753-9688 for a free estimate and fast installation with
Closetmaid.

118 South 5th St. • Murray • 753-4451
Westside • Court Square

Your best Insurance
Is a good agent.
IMER AUTO*
ream comm.
'Fronds'CV can depend cc'

Corporation

205 N. 10th Street

*DEBT CONSOLIDATION
'PURCHASE OR REFINANCE
ALL CREDIT GRADES
'MOST
CARDS
CREDIT
OFF
YOUR
TAY
*CREDIT CHALLENGESSANKRUPTCIF.S
COME BY TODAY AT 02SOLTH 4Th STREET, MURRAY,KY
OR CALL 270-753-7665
In •
Kb%
TOLL FREE IB8-2464093
NDEP

Lovely 2 bedroom,2 bath home with approx. 2,250 sq. ft. Features
include impressive 8x16 entry foyer, living room, dining room,
family room, 2 fireplaces & beautiful cherry trim. Garage apartment behind home adds rental income possibilities. Only
$139,900. MLS #17601
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By BERRY CRAIG
For The Associated Press
SANTA FE, N.M.(AP)— Father
Jean Baptiste Lamy, first U.S. bishop of the New Mexico Territory,
needed Catholic teachers.
"I have 6,000 Catholics and 300
Americans," the French-born bishop
was said to have pleaded in one of
several letters he sent back East.
Seven nuns from Loretto, Ky.,
were the first to answer his call.
"The Sisters of Loretto traveled all
the way by steamboat and the Santa
Fe Trail," said Sister Susan Swain, a
member of the Loretto Community
in Englewood, Colo.
The 1851-1852 trek took 8
months and covered 2,100 miles.
Only four sisters reached Bishop
Lamy in Santa Fe, capital of New
Mexico. "I just love our history,"
Sister Susan said.
That history began in the
Bluegrass State in 1812, when the
Sisters of Loretto started a school in
Marion County for the children of
Catholic settlers. The Loretto school
grew into an academy, which lent its
name to a town that sprouted around
it.
"Today, Loretto, -Ky., is best
known as the home of Makers Mark
whiskey," Sister Susan said. "But
we were there first."
The Sisters of Loretto started

west in September, 1851. The "great
women permeated with the love of
God' first traveled 900 miles by
boat along the Ohio, Mississippi and
Missouri rivers.
"Cholera broke out on the boat as
they were traveling up the
Missouri," Sister Susan said. Mother
Matilda succumbed to the deadly
disease, and two other sisters
became ill.
Mother Matilda was buried on a
Missouri farm near the river. The
other sisters recovered and returned
to Kentucky.
At Independence, Mo., the four
remaining nuns left the boat for the
storied Santa Fe Trail. The old
wagon road linked Independence
with Santa Fe, 1,200 miles to the
southwest.
-Traders, not families, traveled
the trail," Sister Susan said. "The
Sisters were the only women in the
group that went with the traders to
Santa Fe."
Indians sometimes attacked the
wagon trains as they crossed remote,
windswept prairie and sunbaked
desert. But Sisters Magdalen,
Catherine, Hilaria and Roberta, riding in a covered wagon, arrived
safely in Santa Fe in May 1852.
The sisters opened a school for
girls. They also donated $30,000 of
their inheritances to help build the

Loretto Chapel, a Santa Fe landmark.
The stone chapel was completed
in 1878. It was modeled after the
historic Sainte Chappelle in Paris.
loved by Lamy, who was a priest in
Cincinnati before he went to New
Mexico. Willa Cather's 1927 novel,
Death Comes for the Archbishop,
was based on Lamy.
The Loretto Chapel is famous for
its "Miraculous Staircase." The spiraling, completely unsupported
flight of steps leads to the choir loft.
Apparently because of a design
error, the chapel was built without
choir loft stairs. Unsure what to do,
the nuns prayed for nine days to St.
Joseph, the father of Jesus and a carpenter. for someone to build the
stairs. According to the story, a mysterious carpenter arrived on the
ninth day.
He built the stairs without nails or
glue, using only wooden pegs to
hold them together. Afterwards, he
vanished without seeking pay.
The identity of the carpenter is
unknown. But records at the Loretto
Motherhouse at
Community's
Nerinx. Ky., near Loretto, say he
was an old, gray-bearded man who
came with a donkey and a few simple tools.

By BEVERLY FORTUNE
Lexington Herald-Leader
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — Julia
Pages spends hours with Barbie
dolls, making dresses, styling their
hair, adding jewelry.
Not so surprising if Pages were a
little girl.
But she turned 82 on Feb. I.
"At my age and playing with
Barbie," she said with a little grin.
Pages makes elegant, one-of-akind evening dresses and bridal
gowns for the dolls. It's a pastime
she took up about 18 months ago
when she went to her daughter's
attic and found 32 Barbies tossed in
a box. These were forgotten playthings of Pages' granddaughter
Allison, now 14.
The once fashionably dressed
Barbies were dirty and had no
clothes. Some had punk -style green
streaks in their hair.
The faded beauties were ready
for makeovers.
Pages can't, really say what
piqued her interest in the Barbies.
She sewed dresses for her daughter.
Maria. when she was a child and
made clothes for herself, including
suits and evening dresses.
Born and raised in Havana,Cuba,
Pages remembers, "People in

Havana live very, very high. Much
style. My mother knew how. to
dress."
With .a trim figure, Pages still
dresses with flair, showing partiality
for neat fitted skirts and high heels.
"The fashion in my time is so
beautiful. In my mind, my eye, I see
those beautiful dresses," she said.
Those images influence the clothes
she creates today.
Each Barbie first gets a good
scrubbing. Next, Pages looks
through her fabric collection of
silks, satins, brocades and organza.
"She doesn't use a pattern. She
just picks up the fabric, looks at the
doll and imagines what would look
good on her," said daughter Maria
Gnas, a Lexington real-estate agent.
Pages lives with Maria and her husband, Chuck, a science teacher, and
their children Andrew, 21, and
Allison.
Creating an outfit takes four or
five hours but can take longer when
beads, sequins and seed pearls are
applied.
Sometimes skirts are stitched on
the sewing machine, but the
bodices, set-in waistbands, sleeves.
pleats and other details are sewn by

local Goodwill Stores and bought 30
more discarded Barbie dolls for his
grandmother. "I paid $1.50 for ones
without clothes. $2 for ones with,"
he said.
One of Pages' first Barbie dresses — a black fitted top with a white.
pleated long skirt — is a copy of an
evening dress she made for herself
years ago to wear to a New Year's
Eve dance at Danville Country

Club.
Pages and her late husband,
Felix, also Cuban, lived in Danville,
where he practiced medicine, for 10
years before the couple moved to
Lake Butler, Fla., then to Miami
and, in 1996, to Lexington.
Like a Paris couture designer,
Pages creates only one-of-a-kind
dresses, as elegant as ones worn by
models on fashion runways. For
instance, one dress is black with
large white polka dots, has a tight
waist and a large, flattering collar
that drops over the shoulders.
To complete an outfit, Pages adds
accessories like tiny beaded evening
bags, fur stoles, necklaces and earrings.
Her fashionable Barbies are
never sold, just set out to be looked
at by family and friends like small
hand.
art.
For Christmas, Andrew went to works of
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ABC is down 1 percent in iewership, although that
number is deceptive. The Academy Awards, which was
seen by 43.5 million people on Sunday, was included in
this February's sweeps and wasn't last year.
The return of Regis Philbin in "Super Millionaire"
last week was only a modest success for ABC. After an
opening night seen by 17.5 million people, none of the
subsequent four showings was seen by more than 13.5
million.
ABC has announced "Super Millionaire" will return
in May.
"We have been able to build a foundation of shows,
but none is a hit," said Susan Lyne, ABC entertainment
president. "That's what's keeping us in fourth place
right now."
UPN's February ratings improved primarily due to
Tyra Banks and "America's Next Top Model," while the
WB is down.
ABC won the prime-time competition last week due
to the Oscars, averaging 14.4 million viewers (9.1 rating, 14 share). CBS had 12.3 million viewers (8.0, 13),
NBC had 11.1 million (7.4, 12), Fox had 10.1 million
(6.1, 10), UPN had 4 million (2.7, 4), the WB had 3.9
million (2.6, 4)and Pax TV had 1.1 million (0.7, 1).
NBC's "Nightly News" won the evening news ratings race, averaging 11.3 million viewers (7.7 rating, 15
share). ABC's "World News Tonight" had 10.3 million
(7.2, 14) and the "CBS Evening News"8.5 million (5.9,
11).
A ratings point represents 1,084.000 households, or 1
percent of the nation's estimated 108.4 million TV
homes. The share is the percentage of in-use televisions
tuned to a given show.
For the week of Feb. 23-29, the top 10 shows, their
networks and viewerships: "Academy Awards," ABC,
43.5 million; "CSI: Crime Scene Investigation," CBS,
28 million; "Countdown to Oscars 2004," ABC, 27.7
million; "American Idol" (Tuesday), Fox, 26.6 million;
"American Idol" (Wednesday), Fox, 23 million;
"Friends," NBC, 22.8 million; "Survivor: All-Stars."
CBS. 22.2 million; "ER," NBC, 2L9 million; "My Big
Fat Obnoxious Fiance," Fox, 21 million; "CSI: Miami,"
CBS, 20.3 million.
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Working poor more obese; unhealthy food is cheaper
CUTLER, Calif. (AP) — Farm
worker Iris Caballero often has a
hard time keeping the refrigerator
and cupboard stocked with food.
Yet, she's overweight and diabetic.
She is a classic example of a
modern-day paradox: as reliable
access to healthy food declines, the
likelihood of being overweight goes
up.

The working poor like Caballero
often have no time for cooking, little
money to buy fresh vegetables, and
a long walk to the doses( supermarket with a good produce section.
"We have been pretending that it

is easy to replace a diet of soft
drinks and fast food with homecooked meals, fresh fruits and vegetables," said Adam Drewnowski, a
University of Washington epidemiology professor who has studied the
problem.
Although being overweight is
usually associated with eating too
much rather than with hunger, a
growing body of research is showing that they people who have
gained the most weight in the last
decade tend to have the lowest
incomes, and often go without the
kind of food or the amount they

need.
Caballeros neighborhood minimarket in the isolated farming town
of Cutler offers a full array of
processed foods in colorful packages — and battered apples selling
for 50 cents.
"Many people can't afford to eat
the produce they pick," said
Drewnowski, who also heads a center for pubic nutrition. 'These people are obese, frankly, because they
have no money, and some diets are
cheaper than others. We forget there
are people whose choices are
severely limited."

Laverne Nanny
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By DAVID BAUDER
AP Television Writer
NEW YORK(AP)—The rich got richer during television's February ratings "sweeps," with CBS maintaining its hold as the most popular network and NBC winning among the youthful demographic it targets.
Executives at both networks proclaimed victory
Tuesday, even though the sweeps period continues
through Wednesday. The TV industry uses ratings during February, May, July and November to set local ad
rates.
Through Sunday, CBS' prime-time February average
of 14.1 million viewers is up I percent over February
2003. UPN was the only other broadcast network to see
viewership gains over last year, according to Nielsen
Media Research.
Most heartening for CBS and NBC — which will
win among the 18-to-49-year-old demographic for
which advertisers pay a premium — is they stuck primarily with regular programming and had few specials
during the month.
"We have the best and deepest roster of programming," said CBS President Leslie Moonves. "There is
such a stability in programming now and in the future."
NBC is most enthusiastic about "The Apprentice."
which entertainment chief Jeff Zucker called "a huge
game-changer for us." The Donald Trump boardroom
game was seen by 20 million people Thursday, despite
going head-to-head against "CSI: Crime -Scene
Investigation," television's most popular program.
NBC has contracted with Trump for two more editions of the game next year, Zucker said.
"I feel a lot better sitting here today than,' did three
months ago, facing (losing)'Friends' and 'Frasier' without 'The Apprentice," Zucker said.
Fox is down 24 percent from last February. even
though its signature show, "American Idol," is actually
doing better than last year. What's missing is "Joe
Millionaire," a huge hit in 2003 that wasn't repeated this
season.
Fox's reality show,"My Big Fat Obnoxious Fiance,"
drew nearly 21 million people for its climax last week.
Fox entertainment President Gail Berman said it's
unclear whether that show will return.
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Dale, Ashley, Carter & Gracie Reid
Subscribersfor over 3 years
"The Murray Ledger and Times is the best media outletfor local, state,
national, and world news. As superintendent of the
. Murray Independent School System, myself and the Murray Board of
Education, applaud their efforts to cover local stories that highlight and
support our outstanding school district and community.
Myfamily also appreciates their commitment to news excellence.
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Classifieds
11111=1■111111111111111111..
ADJUSTMENTS
kNerisers are requested to check Me hrst
n,senion ot thee ads Or any error Murray
Ledger & Times will be resporistie kx only on•
incorrect nsertion My snot should be reported
mmedately so corrections can be made.

DEADLINES
.Fri. 11 a.m.
Mon. 11 a.m.

Monday
Tuesday

5 p.m.

Wednesday .......

11

Thursday .......
Friday

S.M.

Wed. 5 p.m.
12 p.m.

Saturday

Murray Ledger & Times Fair Housing Act Notice
All real estate advertised herein Ix subect to thr Federal Farr
Housing Act which makes it illegal 10 &Menne any preference,11111dation or docruiunanon tined on race color, mkgion, sex, handicap.
familial status or national onget mien:ion to snake any such pm).
waxes, houtabisswdiscrwrinasca
State tai.s totted dacnmgi.irmm the sale, rental or advertising 01
real estate based on factors at addibon to those prowled under lederal Law
We will knowingly accept any adverhung for teal estate which is not
herd's informed that all
at ‘tolation of the law All peeweix are
dwelhngs advertised are oailabie on an es ual opporturun basis
Fog hoaxer assistance with Foe Housing Adsernsirig
requiremenh contact NAA Counsel Rene P Wain,
1-PC11M8-1003

Legal Notice
Notice
Personate
Financial
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Kelp Wanted
Position Wanted
Domestic & Childcare
Business Opportunity
Electronics
Computers
Appliance Parts
Waat Tao Buy
Ankles For See
Appliances
Horne Furnishings
Antiques
Lawn a Garden

010
020
025
030
040
060
060
070
090
100
110
120
130
140
150
156
160
165
180

190
IN
200
210
220
2141
270

as
as
300
320
as
340
MO
370
MO
310
110
125

430
436
440
445
450
455
460

Farr!, Equipment
,
1 Equipment
Hes
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Mus,cre
Mobile Home Lots For Sale
Mobile Homes For Sate
Mobile Homes For Rant
Mobile Horne Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
Apartments For Rent
Rooms Fat Rent
Hot.set For Rent
Storage Rentals
Commercial Property
Pets & Supplies
Livestock a Supplies
Pubic Site
Land For Rent or Lease

170

460
465
490
496
500
510
520
530
560
570

19•40 Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sale
Lots For Rent
Farms For Sale
Acreage
Homes For Sale
Motorcycles & ATV $
Auto Pans
Sport Utility VenKies
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors
SeIVICIIPS °tiered
Free Column
Tobacco & Supplies

murrayledger.com
CLASSIFIED AD RATES
•11M1414111111La.‘00111*.

t 2nd Run,
$7.50 Column Inch, 60% Discoun
40% Discount 3rd Run.
Al! 3 Ads

M14•1 Rall

Within 6 Day Prnod

Monday (Shopping Guide)
$2.75 per column inch extra for

APPEAR ON
plAcE YOUR LINE AD AND 1.1 WILL
CHARGE,
IIIE WEBSITE Al NQ LUSA

1 1 \ 1 \Is.,
.00 F rat Day .20 wori s or ess
Over 20 words $.50 each
per word per day.
Additional Consecutive Days: 5.11
$251)extra for blind box ad..
Cuidel
Shopping
go into
V75 extra for Shopper(Mon Classifieds
any submitted matter
edit
or
reject
to
right
The publisher maintains the

ask for Jill Stephens or Jennifer Jackson
16
-19
753
at
nt
rtme
Depa
ed
sifi
Clas
To Place Your Ad Call the
s: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
Hour
e
—
Offic
Ave.
nell
Whit
1001
at
e
or stop by our offic

MasterCard

Happy Birthday

Help Wanted

Including.

BANKRUPTCY
DIVORCE/CUSTODY/SUPPORT
CRIMINALITRAFFIC/DUI
PERSONAL INJURY

753-1752
\N AD\ FIITISFNIFINT

MP-

WE'VE MOVED!
Nappyl8th
Ashley Elizabeth Shropshire
March 7, 1986
Daughter of Jim 81 Linda Shropshire
We are so proud of you!

Alm.• Sunset Boulevard Music is now located in
the yellow building beside
„

Wendy's on Chestnut Street

rv
dor
or.
feor ,*

CDs, CAR SIERf0
INSTAIIATION

Ill •I \I 1 sl RI I 1 , IltS114 111 \DI's1•753-11113

CAROL BLOCK, EA
TAX SHOP
300 MAPtE ST., FtM 107
MURRAY

270-753-4668

Oh No The
Terrible Two's
Happy 2nd
Birthday
Travis James
Shekel!
We love you,
Mommy & Daddy

kcblock msn.com
ELECTRONIC HUNG &
OUT OF STATE RETURNS
020
Node.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

RACE fans: Let Hammer
down racing bring racing
excitement to your party,
reunion, fund raiser or employee and customer appreciation events. Race up
to six cars on our 8x16
foot track. Also seeking a
location in Murray to operate the track. Call for info
and scheduling of your
event. (270) 621-6019.

060
Help Wanted

Drivers We Have Chokes!
OTR, Dedicated
& Regional
Singles & Teams
Owners Operators
Driving School Grads
Call 7 Days A Week
Ask About Our
Pay Increase

800-237-4642
www.usa-truck.com

EOE M/F/11/V

SALES HELP! No experience- we train. You'll be
selected to work with a local Distributor of home
care products based on
personal interview rather
than past experience. People interested must be
able to start immediately
and be career minded.
Training and dealer plan
available. Interviewing
Monday. Call 762-2962.
are now
APPLIATIONS
being accepted for the position of ready mix operator. Will train for COL. Benifits include 401K, profit
sharing, health and dental
insurance, vacation and
holiday pay. Apply in person at Federal Materials
107 CC Lowry, Murray No
phone calls
OFFICE Clerk-Murray/Calloway Co. MH/MR, duties
include typing, filing, receptionist, processing correspondence, medical records, etc. QUALIFICATIONS: H.S. Graduate or
equivalent, efficient typist,
knowledge of general office procedures. Minimum
Salary, $521.08 bi-weekly
Send resume to: Terry
Hudspeth, Chief Operations Officer, Four Rivers
Behavioral Health. 1526
Lone Oak Road, Paducah,
KY 42003-7901. Open until filled EOE

010
Legal
Notice

Legal
Notice

REMOVAL/DISPOSAL OF
SCRAP METAL
The Calloway County Board of Education is
accepting sealed bids for the removal/disposal of scrap metal. The items to be removed
consist of brake drums and other assorted
metals. Bids will be accepted until 2:00 p.m..
March 9, 2004, with acceptance of the highest and best bid offered. Specifications are on
file at the Board Office at 2110 College Farm
Road, Murray, KY 42071. Any interested bidder may obtain copies at that location.
Further information may be obtained by calling 762-7322. The Calloway County Board of
Education reserves the right to reject any
and/or all bids and waive any irregularities
in bidding.

Notice

Notice
America's
WANTED •
Church of God of Murray
is in prayer for a place to
Worship. Needed approx
311104. Please contact
Pastor Allen Waid at 270293-7790

Help Wanted

STEVE VIDMER
(1;eneral Practice of Law

010

100

060

060
i•

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

Sportsman's ANCHOR RESORT &
MARINA, Hwy. 68 at Jonathan Creek, hiring for the 2004 Season as follows: STORE
CLERKS Full and part time positions - cash
register, calculator experience, fishing &
boating knowledge helpful. OUTSIDE
DOCK PERSON - Full time, with fishing
boating experience. OUTSIDE
and
GROUNDS MAINTENANCE - Full Time,
mowing, weed eating, cleaning pool and restrooms, leadership skills, in charge person.
HOUSEKEEPERS - Must be able to work
any of the 7 days a week, but usually only 5
days at the most. All positions must be in
good physical health, able to ;work scheduled
Holidays and Weekends, retirees welcome
Call weekdays only, between 9:00 to 4:00
for interview and job application 270/354-6568.
Immediate Opening Available For
Literacy/Strategies Consultant
WKEC Special Education Cooperative is
accepting applications for a Regional Literacy
Consultant focusing on exceptional students
Minimum requirement are Masters Degree
in Special Education, 5 years professional
experience, and 2 years experience in leadership/consultant role preferred. Deadline for
applications is April 3, 2004. See
www.wkec.org for position requirements and
application procedures.
EOE

Morningstar Foods(Dean Foods)
Is seeking applications to fill a very limited
number of plant labor pool positions at its
Murray facility.

PUBLIC AUCTION

Business
Opportunity

t
Due to the following non-paymen
of rent a

WONDERFUL Business
Opportunity! Be your own
boss, no selling, no inventory, no investment. Visit
at
US
wwwhealthehome corn or
call 270-293-4992

The successful applicant must have mathematical skills, adjust to work in high and low
temperature environments, be able to lift
e
medium to heavy materials, work flexibl
to
week
from
vary
may
that
hours, and shifts
week, or day to day.
a
Excellent benefit package available with

VISA

PUBLIC AUCTION
will be held on

Sat., March 13•9 a.m.

AAA Mini Storage

120
Computers

Duigiud Drive
72, 79
Units #1, 3, 28, 47, 51, 60, 61, 69,
8-9-03
sale
had
have
20 & 75 should

MOM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
On site service.
759.3556
140
Want to Buy

220
Musical

competitive salary.

320
Apartments For Rent

2, 2BR apts Northwood
area All appliances fur
nished. Call 293-6968
Interested applicants may apply for applica
for
tions at the Kentucky Department
2BR apartment in Northwood $350/month 759 Employment Service at 1210 Johnson Blvd.,
ment
employ
ted
Comple
4406
ky.
Kentuc
Murray,
2BR NEAR MSU
ter 5pm
applications must be submited no later than
n RE 759-4118.
Colema
10th.
March
noon, Wednesday,
2BR patio shade wd
GARDEN tiller 345-2681
/Equal
hook-up No pets $355
Action
tive
Dean Foods is an Affirma
WANT to buy: Junk Car
1 la bath. Call 753-6911 or 293-6070
2BR
N.
16X60
M/F/D
.12701
Call
er,
Employ
Triickc
unity
Opport
3BR
and
n tub, w/d. storage 2BR upstairs $300.
474-2540 or 836-1876 Six w/garde
Fox Mead- downstairs $400 All $675
$14,500
big_
days a week.
060
E-13 753-6091 after 489-2296
WANTED riding mowers, 4 ows
Help Wanted
2BR . Duplex C/HIA
wheeler, go carts that 5pm
Coleman RE 759-4118.
$12,500
C/H/A
3BR
7
16X80
436-286
needs work.
KENTUCKY and Tennes
901 Sunny Ln 2-3BR, 1
5
like to buy a good gall 437-446
Paying Top
carport,
see based, Over the Road WOULD
24X52 Fleetwood bath, utility room.
1989
492Call
l
treadmil
trucking company seeking used
bath. $475
2
3BR
ide
doublew
e
Leas
To
Price
1 bath.
a Load Coordinator. We 8297
Call 270-492-8061 after 1102 Pogue 2BR,
15 or
are looking for an aggres753-34
150
Call
Tobacco
$350
7:30pm
Articles
sive, personal individual
2BR, 1 Bath, 753-7123
Clayton
1989
For Sale
who can negotiate con14x60, valued at $9,000, DUPLEX 2BR $425, Call
tracts over the phone,
asking $7,000 Ph 489- 436-5685 or 753-5653
schedule shipments and 4 cemetery plots at Murray
e.
This post; Memorial Gardens. Will 2231 Leave messag
DUPLEX 28R 1 bath
drivers.
dispatch
Testand Found
1990 14x56 213R, 1BA Mo- C/H/A. carport. 1802 1/2A
tion requires communica- sell two. Call 753-1796
OBO
$8,000
Monroe Ave. $375 plus
tion and people skills, gen- 60X74 Solid Oak enter- bile Home,
7-3814
JUST give us a call,
deposit, lease, no pets
eral computer knowledge tainment center $400. 489 002186
we'll be glad to help,
1990 mobile home 14X8Ott 753-8002
and typing skills. Prefer- 2R31 after 5pm
Your loved one we'll
ence will be given to appli- DELUXE sears washer, Excellent condition $8500. EXTRA nice 2BR duplex.
try to find,
cants with the experience new 12 speed Roadmaster Call 731-660-3243 (Days) carport, no pets 753-7457
'Cause we all have Furry in the Transportation In-5010 (Evenings)
or 416-6357
girls bike, antique trunks, 731-660
or Feathered Friends,
y
benefits
eur 16X80 FORREST View ApartCompan
Chandel
couch,
dustry.
2000
rack,
bakers
quilts,
Here at the
include paid vacation, 221t camper, wicker book- 3BR 2 bath, electric, fire- ments 1213 N. 16th St. •
Ledger & Times.
health and dental insur- rase 761-1317
place, garden tub, applian- now accepting applications
ance and a 401K plan. DISH Network 4 room sat- ces, extremely clean
for 2br townhouses, basic
all 753-1916
Please send resume to ellite system free. That's 270-4R9-2525
rent $360/ month One
P.O. Box 1040N Murray right, hook up 4 TV's with 2001 Repo: 3 bed, 2 bath, bedroom $330month. Call
ky 42071. All applicants 60 channels including local 3.2 acres. 731-584-9429
753-1970 Leave Mesfor 4 Bed, 2 bath home with 5 sage
are strictly confidential. networks
Our employees are aware $34.99/month Call Beas- acres: Owner financing LARGE 1 Bedroom, furARE you a TEAM playe
of this ad.
ley Antenna & Satellite 731-584-9429
nished or unfurnished All
looking for a stable, friend
work environment? NOW Hiring for all posi- 759-0901 for more infor- MUST sell! Trailer 3BR 2 appliances including washly
SCORE- tions, for all shifts. Apply mation.
bath, 14 acres. $38,000. er & dryer (270) 759-5885
SPORTABLE
or (270) 2q3-7nRE
BOARDS is accepting ap- In person @ Sonic Drive- LIFE IS TOO SHORT for r.ati 615-673-0643
plications for immediate in. 217 S. 12th Street.
complicated skin care. NEW 2004 Models: Come LARGE 1BR appliances
full time, DAY shift posi- No Phone Calla Please
Now you can get dramatic by Clayton Homes in Cam- washerdryer in Murray,
tions in our production de- NOW Hiring Willow Pond results in the time it takes den and let your tax return near MSU $280 rent/department and potential Restaurant in Aurora. Ap- to cleanse and moistuhze. put you in your new home posit 753-7953
731-584-9429
opening in all other areas
ply in person Friday and Lynn Whtsenant Mary Kay
LIVE Oak Apts.
We otter competitive wag- Saturday 4-8om 474-2202 Independent Beauty ConNewly Remodeled
es and benefits with op- PROMOTIONAL models sultant 767-0899
1BR $29000
portunities for advance- needed March 22 for pro- NASCAR Private Collec2BR $340 00
ment. Apply at: 106 Max motional event at MSU tion lots of goodies. E-mail 410S 12th Si. newly deco
3BR $425 00
Hurt Dnve, Murray
2:30 mizbee@netzero.net for rated, 4 rooms, handicap
to
10:30
from
$100 deposit special for
- complete list or call 596- accessible, garage with
spromo
r,
info@u
$10/hou
ATTENDANTS/MODELS
qualified applicants
800odels.com
door opener 759-8252
NEEDED- Paradise Club tionalm
Also accepting applicaw/mat- Available now!
Bed
6
465-877
Trundle
OLD
no
facility,
naturist
& Spa,
tions for fall
tresses $75.00. Red metal
experience necessary, will
320
Office hours 8-2
Toddler bed frame $10.00
train. Earn up to $1,000
Apartments For Rent
Mon-Fn
489-2931.
per week. Call (270) 247Call today for appointment
1140.
753-8221
1 Bedroom apartments, a I
Oaks
the
at
ces
applian
CNA'S needed to work in
NEWLY decorated, very
Apartments Coleman RE
private home 293-5163
nice, 2 BR, 1 Bath, all ap8
759-411
2pm
after
pliances, central g/tte. no
1 OR 2br apts near down5
town Murray starting at pets. 753-290
CUSTOMER Service RepNOW LEASING
700/rnin 751-4109
resentative with a growing
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts
Must be a good
company,
1-2, 3br apts furnished,
We accept Section
090
near MSU 753-1252 or
communicator and work
8 vouchers
well with others. Must be
753-0606
Domestic &Childcare
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
able to multi task. Cornput1BIR apt available, all ap902 Northwood Dr
er knowledge and custom- A lady to live in with elder- SOLOFLEX muscle ma- pliances furnished MurMonday.
er service expenence de- ly lady in her home for chine with butterfly and leg r,,,ai Realty 753-4444
Wednesday. Friday
sired Benefits package roams & board. Call 753- attachments. Like new 1BR Duplex newly decoPhone 759-4984
W/D,
C/H/A,
available Please apply in 6538 night 753-0114 day
condition. Paid $1200 ask- rated.
Equal Housing
Diperson at Automated
ing $400 Call Jay at 436- 5350/mo/deo 402B N 8th
CUSTOM Maid Cleaning
Opportunity
rect Mail, 87 Spruce Street
St 436-2731
2965
Service. Call for informaTDD 1*1-800-648-6056
Ste B, Murray
1BR-4BR apartments Ask
tion 270-436-2147
RED OAKS APTS.
about move in free days
Reahouses.
clean
WILL
Special
FORTUNE 500 Company
n RE 759-4118
Colema
sonable rates References
$100 Deposit
needs local reps. Part-time
URE, roll-a-ways
FURNIT
437-4064
remod1BFI From $280
and full-time positions
& mattress sale! Carraway 38R 2 bath, newly
duplex Dishwasher
2BR From $325
Visit us at
available
Furniture 105 N 3rd St eled
Call Today!
fridge. wid hook Up
Business
WN,W healthehome.com or
753-1502
$525/month No pets 7
753-8668.
ity
Opportun
-4992
270-293
call
GREEN leather couch with 4342
s
and
recliner
in
2 built
UNIQUE business oppor- matching leather love seat
tunity with good return on $500 Entertainment cenminimal investment plus ter with 25- TV $125 King
equity and inflation gross size bed, dresser and mirTwo Townhouse apart- ror $75 767-0817
ment complexes in excel
lent condition now availa- WWW TROTTERS
Units
ble Fully leased Maybe WOOOSHOP COM
9
Available
individually 753-024
purchased
ANTIQUES/OLD stuff. We
buy 1 or all. Call Larry at
753-3633
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting Goods,
519 S. 121h, Murray.

PRIVATE Plano Lessons
for adults wanting to learn
Gospel, Jazz, or classical
Beginner. Interpiano
mediate, or advanced levels available 436-6054 at-

556-5551

Dependable
Waitresses And
Kitchen Help For
Cypress Springs

Call For Appf.
270-436-5496

NEON BEACH
MINIM RAGE
•All Site

Now accepting

applicat10101for
night Idtdein,
dishwaShINII &

hostess**.
Apply in poison
616N 12th ebest

Contact 270-767-9024

The Place to Start..
Murray Ledger & Times
1916

Firewood

*Now Have
Climate Control

r tREWOOD Seasoned or
Green Oak & Hickory
753-5476

753-3853
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Apartments For Rem
TWO bedroom duplexes
for rent in residential
neighborhoods Immaculate New carpet and paint
Appliances with WD hookups In city limits $375$475/month Section 8 accepted Call 753-8096
VERY nice 2 bedroom 2
bath duplex wicarport W/D
hook up 1402 Crystal
Brook Ln 759-5477
VERY nice duplex in quiet
neighborhood 2 bedroom,
I bath $450 per month, all
appliances, no pets, lease,
references. 436-5_921
VERY nice large duplex,
all appliances furnished
2br, 4 baths carport, large
storage building, heavily
insulated, central h/a
$575/mo 1 yr lease 7593772
330

Rooms For Rant
BEDROOM for rent in Cal
loway
County
Cave
neighborhood 2 minutes
from lake Includes personal bath access to
weight room, kitchen, laundry and living room Looking for honest dependable
person Call Jay to set up
a time to view borne 4362965

Houses For Rent
2 br brick house.applian
ces furnished, no pets
Call after 5 00pm 7530728
38R 1 bath Cal/A, stove
refrigerator, dishwasher
wid hook-up, ceiling fans
storage area, carport.
tease & references No
pets
$450 mo/deposit
753-1059
HOUSE for rent 3BR, 1
bath, All appliances furnished 753-5341 or 293-

5215
SOUTHWEST of Murray,
2 bedroom 1 bath, living
room den basement, central heat & AC Call 7533069
360
Storage Rentals
CREEKVIEW STORAGE520-$40 On Center Dnve
Behind Tom's Grille
759-4081

HAY horse quality, heavy
square bales Bermuda
grass,
or
Orchard
oat/wheat Can deliver
731-669-7366 or 731-695-

ran

2BR 1 bath recently re
modeled 408 N 5th S
$36,000 or trade for house
boat 270-898-8564

Judicial Building. Call Haley Professional Appraising & Real Estate. 270293-3181 day 270-7538251 night
36R bedroom house close
to downtown $55,000
ORO 415-4114
3BR brick on Brinn Rd
753-2861
BY Owner 4 Bedroom, 1
Bath,
workshop,
big
yarcL 561 900 753-4109
GREAT Investment property 2 bedroom house for
sale within walking distance of MSU nice neighborhood Call 753-8102
leave your name and number
OPEN HOUSE. Sunday
March 7th, 2-4 p.m. Close
to university, 3 BR, 2 Bath
1302 Farns Ave Call 7670512.

OPEN HOUSE
Sat. & Sun.
March 6 & 7
1 p.m. to 3 p.m.
I

-

1105 FAIRLANE
$140,000

11111
commerical prop. for rent

Brick Ranch 3 Br..
2,5 Baths: both Irving
& family rms.
Call for directions

40X40 METAL BUILDING
Insulated, 12 foot high
,walls, gas heat, can be
used for storage or shop
$250 per month one year
lease Call 489-2525

Vick Moore 752.0102

GREY'S PROPERTIES

NICE Retail office for rent
404 N 4th St Suite A
Shroat Developer 7593772
380
Pets & Supplies

www kylsbodirect.com
See local homes for sale
by owner new listing Call
767-9308 for into

•2 Parakeets with cage
•2 Cockabel and cage one
snowy in color with gray, 1
12 year's old and talks
The other one is light gray
and dark gray in color 1
year old If interested
please call 753-6155

2001 Suzuki RM125 low
hours, lot of extras, very
fast, race ready, excellent
condition $3000 or best
offer. 492-8424

470
Motorcycles &ATV's

Used Cars

AKC Sheltie puppies, one 2001 Ford Mustang, V-6,
blue Merle male left shots, 31,000 miles $9000 270vet check $250 Call 270- 354-8191
554-5748 Paducah
FOR sale to settle estate.
DOG Obedience
1996 Buick Century excelMaster Trainer.
lent condition mileage
436-2858
67.591
Asking $4500.
MALE Corgi pups tn-color Phone 759-9842 and ask
.10wks old $200 382-2224 for Dale.
1998 Nissan 200 SX Augs
30-40 mpg 132K miles.
Good condition. 1991 Nissan Maxima 112K miles
489-2198

s PROPERTY FOR SALE
Located At 309 North 7th, Murray, KY 42071

S 641 turn left onto Olive
in yard

Terms: real estate is offered subject to seller's
confirmation. Must pay 10% down day of offer
and there is a 10% buyers premium added to
the final cost. Property is offered "as is, where

is, and with all faults."
Contact Action Auction & Realty if you are
Interested in this properly.
Bill Gibson, Auctioneer/Broker
606-886-1367 Home
886-5086 Pager

•.4.411
,
1111.1p, Alpo

s

•

1989 Dodge Caravan will
sell for cheap! 270-7520118 from 9 00am-5 00pm

1992 Ford E250 Van
(white) Good condition
3 bedroom, 1 1/2 bath butt w/storage bins Call 753in 2000 and in excellent 0834 or 293-0285
condition Great value for
homeowner or investor at 93' Dodge Caravan runs
miles
150,000
$49,900 217 Spruce St good.
Behind ,Calloway County $1700 436-2541

'Inside climate control
storage
'Security alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxesl
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

St.. sign is post

Your Home Improvement Headquarters
David's Cleaning
Roofing Metal

PROFESSIONAL LANDSCAPING

WADE FARMS

We now manufacture. Buy direct

Services

Landscape Designs, Installation and Mailitesance
Cheaper than the nursery, with roirsery quality!
Jamie Wade
Free Esti:Nies
Angie Glisson
References Available
(270)436-6255
10 Years Experience
Murray, Y

Order by 11 a.m. &
pick up next day.

We Specialize in Cleaning"
*Vinyl Siding & Fencing 'Mobile Homes
•Brick "All External Cleaning
*Acid Cleaning Available
"We Use Hot Water "Parking Lots & Driveways
David Borders

,5,000+ sq. ft of 29 & 26 gauge
in stock.

s

sin Allt

520
Boats & Motors

-

BET Champion Bass
Boat 175 Johnson 2 depth
inder GPS dual console
warailer fully equipped
lake ready 489-2169
17' Javelin Bass- runs
strong- 120 Johnson- 3
live wells- priced to sell
767-0951.
530
Services Offered
436-5141 A AFFORDA
BLE HAULING, cleaning
out garages, gutters, junk,
tree work.
492-8688 Roof Repairs

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)

Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4
Visa. Mastercard. also 12-24-36 month ttnancJ,'L:

Free Delivery - 270-753-4566
1q58

t (70,n

in
LANIViC APING

MOWING

i

liltices Offered

K & M LAWN SERVICE
Total and Complete
Experienced Lawn Care
Licensed & Insured

•1

227-0500
435-4132

FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Trimming, removal, stump
grinding, firewood. Insured 489-2839.
HANDYMAN Carpenter
M types.
Call (270) 519-8570(cell)
753-5848.
Donald Simmons.

WE SERVICE
All Major AppiianceS
ind Most l'A,*or Brands

Ward-Elkins
On The Square • Murray
1270) 753-1713

TRENCHING
MOODY'S Mower Repair
pick-up & deliver. 753-

5668
JOHNNY WILLIAMS
PAINTING

"For all residential and
small commercial
painting needs
'Interior & Exterior
'Custom spraying for
lawn/patio furniture

Louver doors shutters
•No job too small
'Free estimates
753-8858.
YARDS to mow, all yards
push mowed Call 7538101

Horoscopes

LAtrt-1

construction, painting, and
all carpentry. 759-4704

270-748-8294

Inside
Yard Sale
The Diuguid House
603 Main St,

STUMP REMOVAL
TRENCHING

Nights 753-8588
MASONARY handyman
brick, block, stone, stucco,
chimney & fireplace repair,
dampers. Specializing in
puck/pointing, commercial
or residential. Free estimates. 270-436-5050

Peery Lawn
Care

293-5001

Fully Insured
Reasonable Rii1f.'
Mowing. Trimn•

WALTERS
CONTRACTING

•

Rain or Shine

Call Now

435-4645.

753-21 72

Ii

ANGUN MOWING

of 121 North, Murray, KY
.(270) 489-2957. (270)
293-6157.

Lots of "stuff'
8 a.m. to 3 p.m.

Friday & Saturday
No Early Sales

DECKS, Roofing, Vinyl
Siding, Addition, and Remodeling. Quality Work.
Over 30 Years Experience. Gerald Walters. 753-

WE'VE MOVED!
Visit Us At Our New
Location in Southside
Shopping Center!

WILL remove Dead Trees
& Shrubs. 435-4645.

by 13C08111110 Blgar

If
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HAPPY

DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd jobs you
don't have time for
Murray-Calloway Co
293-5418
DOZER WORK
REPAIR OR INSTALL
SEPTIC SYSTEMS &
GRAVEL HAULING.
Public or Contract
Conlactat 270-753-9501
FOR a clean home Cali
731-642-2157 Tony Rea
sonable rates

Anortiable

Yrs. Expener •

ROY HOLLAND AUTO
REPAIR & SERVICE. Off

Ii
Yard Sale

Very Reliable
Always Insured

LAWN Mowing
Bushogging
Garden Tilling
Days 489-2533
Cell 293-2822

MASONRY:
Residential/Commercial
Block, Brick, Stone. 26
years experience. (270)
527-8275.

400

NEED MOWING?

Services Offered

JUNK/ RUBBISH Remov
Painting & Staining, Car
al, we'll haul away almost pentry, Minor Plumbing
anything, from attics to (leaky faucets etc) Reabarns, odd jobs. Senior sonable rates, references
Discounts. (270)489-2583
given. Phone 435-4682
KNIGHTS Drywall hanging
ROOF LEAKING?
and finishing. New & old
Call a professional.

BIRTHDAY for Monday, Others respond in a delighted manner,
March 8, 2004:
but don't think for one second that verbal
Your ability to relate comes out when agreements are written in stone. Tonight:
dealing with the many people who seek At your favorite hangout.
New Roots, all types. 29 YOU out this year: As bold as you can be, VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
years experience. Call so bold and challenging will some of **** Deal with finan6es. Please conyour associates become. Work on relat- sider the fact that you might be deluding
Carters
A-1 AFFORDABLE HAUL- ing on a more equal level. Work and yourself about what someone offers.
ING all around clean-up, health star as concerns in the first half of Avoid radical health ideas. Instead,
gutters, tree work. 436- the year. Learn the power of groups and schedule an appointment with a doctor if
2867
meetings. You cannot always be the bold you're having a problem. At least don't
A-1 Tree Service
pioneer you'd like to be. During the sec- commit to an extreme diet or exercise
Stump Removal
ond part of the year, relationships come plan immediately. Tonight: Pay bills
492-8737,
to the forefront even more. Money comes before spending.
753-3594
in from another source. If you are single, LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
Free Estimates
you will meet many people this year ***** Your personality helps others
Picking the right person could develop open up. Someone close, perhaps a child,
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
into an art form. The good news is, you could be pulling the wool over your eyes,
Decks, Home Additions,
have a selection. If you are attached, but at the same time, you don't want the
Remodeling, Vinyl Siding,
•
your relationship will flow. You have a reality anyway. Be realistic, and you'll.
Garages, Pole Bams, Metal Buildings, Fencing. tendency to surprise close associates. find that relationships will ultimately
L/BRA anchors you.
work out better. Tonight: What you want.
Quality Workmanship.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
Licensed
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll *** Knowing when not to act might
753-7860.'753-1194.
Have:
4-Positive; be as key to your success as being
5-Dynamic;
AFFORDABLE Mower
assertive is. Right now, others are unusurepair, Tune-up specials, 3-Average; 2-So-so; I-Difficult
ally talkative. Finally, you understand
Pick-up/ Delivery. Work
ARIES (March 21 -April 19)
where someone is coming from. Absorb
auaranteed. 436-2867
Carpentry
New **** Groups and personal inter- information. Do needed 'research.
ALL
Homes, add on's, garages, actions with the same mutual goal Tonight: Join a friend for an early dimmer.
pole barns, home & mobile remain pivotal. Brainstorm for ideas, SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
home repair. water & ter- opening up to many new ways of think- ***** Read the Aries message.
mite damage, screened ing. Your instincts home in on a money Groups benefit you. Network. You hit
the
porches, sun rooms Lie- venture. Give either a yea Of nay. Others bull's-eye with personal
relationships,
ened-insured Larry Nimmo seek you out. Tonight: Just for you.
because you have a strong sense of oth753-9372 or 753-0353
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
ers' reactions and what to say. Decide
APPLIANCE repair service **** You'll accomplish a lot more
how you are going to spend your pay& parts. Installation availa- than you thought possible if you go into
check. Tonight: Don't allow anyone to
ble. 270-293-8726 or 759- work with a strong sense of direction.
push.
5534 Chuck an Buren
Bosses or associates might be vague, but CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
BACKHOE & TRUCKING work with them. A surprise that heads
**** Accepting the role of leader
ROY HILL
your way will delight you. A friendship never upsets you. One more
time, you
gravel,
system,
Septic
blossoms, to your delight. Tonight: express your Goatlike need to organize
white rock.
Emphasize what you want.
and lead. Surprises come from a child or
436-2113
GEMINI (May 21 -June 20)
loved one. Work with the unexpected
Dozer work & Track hoe ***** Pour your energy
where it instead of going against it. Tonight: A
CARPORTS Starting at counts.
You might be forced to clarify fun dinner with a loved one.
$675 installed. Roy Hill
information, news or gossip. You know AQUARIUS (Jan, 20-Feb. 18)
(270)436-2111
you only have part of the story. You have **** Your unpredictability could
Cecil McLeod's
the skills you need. Someone you meet upset one person yet delight another.
Small Engine Repair.
out of the blue might not be all that he or Express your playfulness in a way that
753-9814
she projects. Be wary and remain cau- would be acceptable to others in general.
CUSTOM Tractor Work
Tilling- Blade Worktious. Tonight: Still carrying on like a News needs clarification. it might not be
Bushhogging
young pup.
exactly the way you hear it. Tonight: Hop
Free Estimates
CANCER (June 21 -July 22)
on the computer or rent a movie.
Gerald L Carroll, Owner **** Domestic matters take priority PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
Phone 270-492-6159 or at this point. Not everyone sees life
like **** You have a way of surprising
293-0163
you do. Be open to others, but don't lose even yourself. Someone expresses deep
D.G.
yourself in another's ways or ideas. You caring in an extremely meaningful manLandscaping &
have the ability to walk in someone ner. Be as gentle as possible when dealNursery LLC
else's shoes, and gain understanding. ing with an associate and/or money mat'Fertilization
Tonight: Make new friends.
ter. Investigate what this person wants
•Overseeding
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
from you. Tonight: Be spontaneous.
-Mulch
**** Make calls. Use your dynamic
'Mowing
personality and touch base with those BORN TODAY
'Parking Lot Sweeping
who might be key to your success. Actor Freddie Prinze Jr. (1976)
435-4431

61410,411-,..Aft,aa 1 • "

Se

A Bigger Selection --- A Better Price?'
To Shop'— Before You Buy'

STUMP REMOVAL

1992 Ford F-150 XLT super cab short bed, 4X4
loaded, sharp, $4500 firm
489-2169

Call Metal Mall

Phone (270)767-0313
(270)527-7176

Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?

SOO
Used Trucks

yearto hi
on

#1. & #2 available in most colors

6 acres on Hwy 68E, 6 94 Toyota Corolla, ma
miles from Draffinvele rcxxt, 5 speed, w/C0 play
Perfect sae tor house or er 152xxx miles, clean
mobile home $35,000 270- runs great 435-4440 or
3 :1'1
293-0254
h
i
ns
.50
99 Ford 4-door LX contour
loaded excellent condition
dark green 112K $3,000
81 acre tract with barn clean 436-5485
270-293-2398 or 270-76706 7
Vans

PREMIER MINISTORAGE

Directions: From

•1996 luau Trooper Limit
ad SUV 4 wheel drive,
4X4, leather seats, moonroof, 10 disc CO changer

$4900
•1997 Geo Tracker Con3444
vertible automatic, 2 wheel
SQUARE bales Orchard drive $2900
grass hay For sale 489•1996 Jeep Grand Chero6187
kee Laredo 4 wheel drive,
4X4, white $4995
Real Estate
•1999 Ford Windstar LX 4
wheel dnve, quad seats,
381R country home on Ig front and rear air, 3.8 LV6,
lot or on 20 8 acres Nice loaded $4995 Call 753equipment sheds and 4 1522 or 753-1532
acre tobacco barn options 84 Pontiac with 89 engine
available Call to see 270- reliable, body rough $400
492-8411
080 762-0053

MURRAY Store and Lock
presently has units available 753-2905 or 7537536

SHELTIE puppies AKC 2
blues, 4 tn-colored 6 wks
vet wormed 1-270-4926354 or 1-731 247 5852

["Li•ott—i

530
Services Offered

120

(Next to Rita s Neat Repeats and the
former Reader's Gallery)

605E South 12th Street
753-1110 • 800-686-6009
IE

-11— II

If you are a NEWCOMER to
Murray/Calloway County
Call SYLVIA SANERT
AT 75979219
COMAILI/WFV aFreepittv
SERVICE
FOR A .SPECIAL WELccmfe•
We want to bring you gifts from many of our
business and professional people. It's their way of
saying, "We are glad you hayed moved to
Murray-Calloway County."
We have been welcoming NEWCOMERS since 1946
Over SO years!

Global Mortgage Link, LLC
"Home Ownership Made Easy"
• Zero-down Great Rates
•3°. and 50.down, fixed/variable
• Investment Property
• Refinancing and Consolidation
• Home Equity - 2nd Mortgage Refinancing up to 125°.
• Many Other Loan Programs

12701 753-7407
Owned & Operated in Murray since 1997

PEDDLER'S MALL
MORE THAN JUST A FLEA MARKET
Now with lb nationwide locations.

Opening April 1. 2004 • Now Leasing Space
$110/Month • 8'x10' Space • No Commission Charge • Fully Computerized Registers

Murray, KY - 928 South Twelfth street
(270) 759-2106
Open 7 Days A Week
14-Th to-6, Fridays Eli Saturdays to-8, Sundays 12-6
i• 1 , •
1110T0 • Fl iPNITURE • ANTIQUES •COMPUTERS•
NOVELTIES

GRANITE COUNTERTOPS
If You Thought You Couldn't Afford The
Best, Let Us Give You An Estimate
Prices range from

$55-10

per sq. ft. installed

S • MEASURiNG • COMPLETE INSTALLATION

Keepsake Monuments, Inc.

Safe Insurance fiEfffilifiC

Travelers'

MCKINNEY INSURANCE SERVICES
'YOUR HOMETOWN INSURANCE SOURCE'
AUTO - MMORCYCLE - RV - ATV - BOAT - JET SKI HOME
104 N. 4th Street
(Next Door to Murray Shoe Repair)

753-3500
www.mckinneyins.com

••••

"0-

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Trouble breathing may
reflect heart trouble
DEAR DR. GOTT: I am a 77year-old woman, in what I consid
er
to be fair health, who can breath
e
only when standing or sitting. In
fact, I have to
sleep in a recliner all night. On a
hunch, I started
taking a 40-milligram tablet of
Lasix at bedtime. While the
medication
caused me to
Dr. Gott urinate excessively, I stopped
experiencing
By
Dr. Peter Gott breathlessness
at night. Please
inform your readers about this.
DEAR READER: I'm not publishing your letter for other readers,
I am printing it for you because you
listed no return address.
The phenomenon you described
is called paroxysmal nocturnal dyspnea. It is an unmistakable symptom of heart failure. Because of a

SATURDAY, MARCH 6, 2004

Woman is reluctant to let
longtime friend slip away

PAGE 58

LookingBack
10 years ago
Murray High School Tigers won
62 to 59 over Marshall Marshals for
the championship of the Fourth
District High School Basketball
Tournament. High team scorers
were Chris Allen for Murray and
Jeremy Story for Marshall.
20 years ago
Calloway County High School
won its 12th consecutive title at
Kentucky High School Speech
League Regional Tournament at
Murray State University. Murray
High School placed second.
30 years ago
A Presidential Scholars Program
offering unique scholarships and
opportunities for high school seniors with outstanding academic
records has been established at
Murray State University.
40 years ago
Local Red Cross officials said an
estimate of 12 applications had been
made this morning and that a long
line was waiting to make applications toward recovery and rehabilitation from the tornado that struck
Calloway and Marshall Counties
March 4.
50 years ago
In the Fourth District High
School Basketball Tournament,
Hazel Lions over Murray Training
Colts, and Sharpe Green Devils over
Calvert City Wildcats. High team
scorers were Byers, Lions, M.
Barnett, Colts, Barret, Sharpe, and
Sewell, Wildcats.
60 years ago
Pfc. Preston H. Norman, 21, son
of Mr. and Mrs. W.A. Norman of Rt.
2, Murray, has been reported killed
in action in Italy. He entered the
service in March 1943 and landed in

Africa Sept. 2, 1943. He was
wounded in Italy in November 1943
and hospitalized for several weeks
before returning to active duty.
Marriages announced include
Helen Elliott to Pvt. Robert
Melugin, Feb. 16; Mary Frances
Jones to Pfc. W.O. Conner, Feb. 17.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Jones and a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Homer Burkeen,
Feb. I; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Orville Fulcher, Feb. 2; a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Robert E. Thornton, Feb.
IS; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Alvin P.
Garner, Feb. 16; a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Toy Garland and a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Joe Rob Beale, Feb. 17; a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Leslie
Murdock, Feb. 18; a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. L.T. Easley, Feb. 20; a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Young, Fe. 21; a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Dale Greer, Feb.
22.
70 years ago
The Murray School Board has
called for redemption of all script
issued before Nov. I, 1933. Interest
on the script will close after March
IS. 1934, according to Dr. O.B.
Irvan, president of the board.
The interest of the late Dr. B.B.
Keys in the Keys-Houston Clinic
Hospital was purchased by Dr. Cody
H. Jones of Lynn Grove and Dr.
A.D. Butterworth of Eagan, Tenn.,
to serve with Dr. E.B. Houston.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Plomer Witty, Feb. 10;
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Chester
Fielder, Feb. 12; a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Solon Morgan and a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. John Mason Wade, Feb.
14; a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Euen
Bizzell, Feb. 19; a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Clifford Parker, Feb. 21.

weak heart action, you are not able
DEAR ABBY: Every time I ask
DEAR ABBY: My husband,
to clear excess fluid from your sysmy friend, "Sally," if she wants to "Lyle," and I have a 14-month-old
tem. When you are sitting or standhang out, she says she has some- child together. My two childr
en
ing, the fluid is pulled by gravity to
thing else to do. A few weeks ago, from an earlier relationship
and
your legs. However, when you lie
she said she had Lyle's son make up our family of
down, the fluid tends to migrate to
to go out. About six. Lyle and I make good money
your lungs, making breathing
an hour later, and we both collect child support
labored and difficult. Lasix, a kidwhile walking front previous partners.
ney stimulant, forces your body to
around
the
What bothers me is Lyle won't let
excrete this excess fluid, thereby
block. I noticed me see his paychecks or combine
enabling you to breathe more easily.
her car was our joint incomes in any way. I've
Lasix is standard therapy for heart
there. I knocked asked if we could pool our money.
failure.
on the door. On a monthly basis, I earn more
But this effect does not help
Sally said she than he does, so I don't understand
diagnose your basic cardiac probwas
getting his reluctance.
Dear Abby ready
lem, which must be addressed
to leave
I'm not a compulsive shopper.
before more serious breathing probbeside
and
she
s
I've
never told him to give me the
By Abigail
lems intervene. For example, could
was
on
the money.
Van
Buren
you have cardiac malfunction
phone.
Abby. I feel like I'm just a roomcaused by hypertension? Coronary
Sally and I have been friends mate who shares expenses. We split
artery blockage? Additional causes, since
we were 4. I don't want to lose the bills down to the last penny, and
such as valve damage, alcohol
an old friend, but I'm not sure she he shops for "his" children separat
eabuse and others?
really is a friend anymore. If she is, ly. He won't even agree to put
our
It is vital for you to have further
why does she keep ditching me? insurance policies together,
and
testing, such as a cardiac ultrasound, Should
I consider her a friend? -- we're with the same company? His
a cardiogram and a chest X-ray, in
DITCHED IN NEW YORK
answer is, "I've always done it this
addition to a complete exam by your
DEAR DITCHED: Consider way."
family physician. He or she should
her a friend, but a distant one. Not
Am I wrong'? I always thought
be able to diagnose your affliction
all friendships last forever. People married couples shared things.
I'm
and prescribe treatment, calling on
change as they grow. Take the hint. at my breaking point. Please
help. -cardiologists as needed. Please
Don't be a pest. Let her call you.
FEELING LIKE A ROOMMATE,
don't delay in seeking medical
•••
NOT A WIFE
attention. In the meantime, continue
DEAR ABBY: I'm 14 years old.
DEAR FEELING LIKE A
taking your one Lasix tablet a day.
A lot of times when I am feeling ROOMMATE: Nothin
g can be
DEAR DR. GOTT: With
really happy and I'm talking to resolved until you and Lyle
are able
respect for your position that
friends on the Internet, all of a sud- to communicate honestl
y. Marriage
American adults bring on many of den I feel
a wave of sadness. And I counseling could help to bring out
their woes themselves, why shouldremember bad things, like when my the issues that need to be addres
sed.
n't the government add additional
best friend died when I was little. You feel "like a roommate"
because
taxes to cigarettes and alcohol bevBut then I'll feel happy again. I don't you are being treated like
one.
erages?
know why this happens all the time. Having been through one
divorce,
DEAR READER: The reason
What do you think? -- BUMMED your husband may be afraid
to cornis, I suspect, that many people
OR NOT IN ILLINOIS
Mingle his assets with yours.
believe the state and federal governDEAR BUMMED OR NOT:
ments tax the public enough as it is.
Mood swings can be hormonal,
DEAR DR. GOTT: As a pracespecially at your age. However.
ticing physician. I must disagree
since you were concerned enough to
By The Associated Press
with your recent statement that nonwrite to me, your next step should
Today
is Saturday. March 6, the
steroidal drugs are inappropriate for
be to discuss the mood swings with
66th day of 2004. There are 300
chronic use. This is not the case. your parents
so they can schedule an
days left in the year.
East dealer.
When did you last admit a patient to
significant all-but-one position.
appointment for a medical evaluaToday's Highlight in History:
East-West vulnerable.
hospital because of gastrointestinal
Let's assume East continues with
tion. There is probably nothing to
On March 6, 1857, in its Died
NORT
H
bleeding from Vioxx?
a heart at trick three. Declarer cashes
worry about, but you should hear it
Scott decision, the Supreme Court
•K J 102
two hearts, four spades and the A-K
DEAR DOCTOR: Last week. It from your doctor.
Q J 10
held that Scott, a slave, could not
of diamonds reducing his hand to
happens.
000
•10 8 7
sue for his freedom in federal court.
the A-5-3 of clubs. Dummy's last
r4K 86
three cards are the ten of diamonds
On this date:
WEST
EAST
and K-8 of clubs.
In 1836, the Alamo in San
463
49 7 5 4
But note what has happened to
Antonio fell to Mexican forces after
V7 4 2
A 96 3
West in the meantime. He also had to
a 13-day siege.
•9 5 4 3
come down to dime cards, and he
+J 10 9 7 4
In 1935, retired Supreme Court
+2
couldn't comfortably do that at trick
SOUTH
Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes Jr.
10 when he had to choose a discard
4A Q 8
died in Washington.
from the 10-9-7 of clubs and queen
K 85
ofdiamonds. Whatever he discarded,
In 1981. Walter Cronkite signed
•A K 6
declarer would win the last three
off for the last time as principal
• Q 53
tricks and make the slam.
anchorman of "The CBS Evening
The bidding:
Observe that East can defeat the
News.
"
East
South
West
North
contract if he ducks the ten of hearts
Pass
In 1983, in a case that drew
2 NT
Pass
6 NT
at trick two and refuses to win the
Opening lead —jack of clubs.
much notoriety, a woman in New
heart continuation at trick three! By
There's one peculiar thing about declini
Bedford, Mass., reported being
ng
to
win
either
heart lead, he
squeezes. Nearly always, for a
gang-raped atop a pool table in a
prevents declarer from reaching the
squeeze to be successful, declarer
all-but-one position needed for the
tavern called Big Dan's; four men
must first attain a position where he squeez
e. It leaves South two steps
were later convicted of the attack.
can win all the remaining tricks but
away from his objective instead of
Ten years ago: Two top Clinton
one.
one, and the effect is that West can
administration
Take the present case, for exam- retain
officials, Vices
President Al Gore and White House
ple. Let's say South wins the opening and his stoppers in both diamonds
_ WOuRE MINE'
clubs.
WANT
-`
SRTURW1 NIGHT
club lead with the queen and plays a
adviser George Stephanopoulos,
ALL MINE'
Of
heart to dummy's ten, taken by East versedcourse, East must be wellWnli MY OWN
I CAN'T BELIEVE IT'
appear
ed on the Sunday TV talk
in squeezes to withhold his
with the ace. Declarer now has 10 of ace
I'VE WAJTE0
shows to blame Republican sniping
OF
CON
of hearts twice in a row, but that's
the 11 tricks remaining to be played. why
FOR THIS MY
for much of the furor over
we so often say that defense is
BRIDE'S MAGAZINE!
In other words, he has achieved the
WHOLE LIFE;...
the most difficult part of the game.
Whitewater.
02004 Kling Features Syndbcate Inc
Five years ago: The emir of
Bahrain (Sheik lsa bin Salman Al
Khalifa). a key Western ally who
had ruled for nearly four decades,
died shortly after a meeting with
Defense Secretary William Cohen.

Life Boat
Life Preserver
Life Insurance
There are some things
that you don't think you'll
ever need. But forgetting
them can be costly!

The Company You Keeps

ContractBridge

*Long Term Care *Annuities
*Life Insurance

TodayInHistory

Score One for the Defense

Ryan Edwards
211 Maple St.
Murray, KY

753-2007

BoilyComics
Et I_ C3NI Co I IE.0?)

I-1 YO-e)
ONE ONE ,
EVERY wOMAK)
rvE EVER
KNOWN HAS
HAD ONE TO
CALL HER
OWN.'

Crosswords
ACROSS

IF0Ft 13 E.TTE_13 4cor WC)Ft S.EC.F4)
Trvir wF\s'4 EA/W. F Ro
MIL BORD044-1 ,ot,Yr ARO,
LADIES AND GENTLEMEN'

we. pleD OUT THERE,MAN!
WE-'TOTALLY SUCKEV

THE- FIRST 11ME ONSTAGE AT 11-IE. METRO
CE.NTER AND m‘iGr

LP061-1
WE'RE. DEAD MEAT,:
&uy5
I KNOW lauT
'THAT wAsFomsyi

cox CLAP coke co,

c‘,111c,_

GI A IR IFIELCOCD

1 `fuck!
4 Undivided
9 Slalom gear
12 Ostrichlike bird
13 Basil and sage
14 Take home
a trophy
15 Gathering
opinions
17 Makes small talk
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Weather brings
Our local weather gave us a break last
weekend, and literally hundreds of anglers
were Out trying their best to catch crap•
pie. bass and catfish!
still
is
tion
eleva
Even though the lake
at winter pool stage, the banks of many
hays were lined with hopeful anglers.
Many of These anglers !lever did get a
bite, but that only increases their desire
to try again next week!
Some club tournaments were held at practically every marina, but
the catch ratio sure wasn't what many expected it to be.
Gary Washer and his
son-in-law,'Todd, spoke
with several members
of one club. They
Fishing
learned that of 16 members, only one short bass
Line
was caught. However.
By Jerry
Gary and Todd caught
Maupin
a couple that were a
Outdoors
little over two pounds
Columnist
each. Maybe one of
those was closer to three
pounds.
Mary Branson fished a farm pond and
his
actually had to take a break to rest
and
y
hungr
were
bass
casting arm! The
is
full of fight. As we all know, that
for!
ng
what you're looki
Marty released all the bass so they
could grow larger.
.Farm ponds don't have the endless bait
lakes
supply that the shad species in our
will
hing
somet
when
Owes
are
do. There
dered
consi
is
that
muse through the area
tog Si.
. Many of' us still enjoy fishing the
watersheds and farm ponds, but they don't
sh
have the numbers of species or baitfi
and
—
could
One
time.
ro last a long
replace them every four or five
sh tild

looking for and made a cast with the
first rod I came to.
I had my Berkley 7-foot, light-action
crappie rod and shimano reel loaded with
8-pound test Trilene. I made my cast
atx)s.e the schooling fish so that the current would sweep the roadrunner jig down
to them.
It took a couple of casts before I was
able guage the distance correctly and put
the lure in the school of fish. I made a
couple of long hops. On the second one,
I felt the fish take it hard!
I stuck it good and hung onto the rod
for several minutes as the fish fought
very hard. I knew the Trilene line was
8-pound test. It was in good shape at the
knot because I had just re-tied it not 10
minutes earlier.
I also felt the weight and strength of
the fish. I could tell it was full of fight.
We made three or four trips around. the
boat before I began to gain some line
back.
Finally, I could see that I was hooked
into a genuine rockfish striper, but it easmLedger & Times Outdoors colu
ily slid around the net several times before
two
off
s
show
Jeanne could come up underneath and lift
nist Jerry Maupin
fishwhile
ht
caug
it into the boat. It was 19 inches and as
big stripers he
as a barrel. That striper was solid
round
h.
mont
ing late last
e!
muscl
years.
We made several more casts without
Satke
Kenla
at
Jeanne and I launched
action, so I re-positioned my boat
in the any
urday to see what we could find
dropped anchor so we could utilize
and
weather
way of fish concentrations. The
the current.
to be
ll
rainfa
forecast was calling for
It worked, but I changed our lures to
sinking spoons that twisted wildly and
fairly heavy.
cura
have
to
TVA
on
ing
count
flashed their silver and white sides as we
was
I
pre- retrieved them. Jeanne and I hooked into
rent moving water north in order to
ssee four in a row, which kept me busy with
vent any more flooding in the Tenne
ng the net and the livewell.
flowi
nt
curre
a
such
was
There
Valley.
down
The stripers we caught that were under
that it was perfect for moving shad
inches in length were released imme16
north.
stream and to the
they were as fat as the othWe looked at a couple of sites, but diately, but
they were so fat that they
fact,
In
ers.
numthe baitfish were not there in the
couldn't lay on their sides. They were
bers we needed. I located what I was

Jeanne Maupin displays a couple
of rockfish she caught last Satur
and,
husb
her
with
ng
fishi
while
day
Jerry. Both of the fish were 19
Inches long.

knows,
I had a lot of fun with them. Who
I could see them again!
of
I think we might have this kind
activity next week because the Tennessee
River really received a lot of rain from
the last system. It has to come this way
sometime, so keep in mind that the current could really help you with the stripers.
It doesn't work that way for crappie,
however. They don't like to run and feed
in the currents with the fast pack.
We have the sun working in our favor
this week. The water temperature has
risen two more degrees to 47 degrees.
Should it stay this nice for another week,
we will see a major move by the gamefish to get into position for spawnings.
The gamefish could possibly be ready
by the time April rolls around. I know
the crappie are full of roe, but these eggs
are not even beginning to show signs of
maturing. So let's not rush them like we
did last year.
If conditions continue to improve for
the crappie, we will see more of the larger ones being caught because the shad
are back in great numbers. They will
draw the crappie out into the open creeks
and bays.
We are still blessed with the seagulls.
If you spend a little time around them,
you will see where the baitfish are con-

almost on their backs!
We only kept nine to eat. That was
enough because the limit was five apiece.
Jeanne did bake some of the fillets for
dinner. They were excellent!
We took advantage of these large stripers
because we wanted to enjoy them to the
max. We released many of them, even
though they were larger than some we
had in the livewell.
On two occasions, I had the fish hooked
good, but I knew that I couldn't land it
g
with my anchor down. It was too stron
keep
to
on
hang
to
had
just
I
.
both times
from breaking my line.
The fish simply pulled enough to wear
4 hole in its jaw. That was OK by me.

centrated.

The younger baitfish will rise close
enough to the surface to be seen and
eaten by the gulls. This undoubtedly will
attract some of the more aggressive species
of our bass, stripers, sauger and large
bluegill to participate in a feast of shad.
It may not happen every time, but
sometime you will find a hungry mass
of tackle-busters undertitath them!
Don't forget to get a new license. It's
that time again!
Happy Fishing!
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Time for a little outdo
So if you are lying awake at
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Senator Dianne Feinstein of Calthe big birds,
hopefully ifornia, one of the chief sponsors
eign terrorists — can walk into a
law.
including some of the assault weapon ban, is run- criminal under this
gun show and buy a gun without
"But no one needs a Colt ARwork.
stories of suc- ning around blathering to the press
hunting," background checks or paper
cess in the com- about how the American people 15 military rifle for deer
AR- Not so.
don't want Uzis and AK-47s offered you might say. Surprise! The
ing weeks.
Licensed firearms dealers at gun
—
legal
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bidin
is
law-a
we
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But befor
15 semi-auto
to any and every
shows must follow the letter of
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flash suppressor or high capac
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are a few spring
Well, gee-whiz. Wouldn't you magazine on the gun.
gun show.
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fully
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work, but
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recognition.
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is an example of even more stuGo
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show
gun
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at
over the Senate assault weapons ban deals only
guns
from anti-gun legislators and their
vote on a bill to with how a gun looks — not what pidity
ahead and let them try. Considerpress.
the
st
again
its
lawsu
lous
prevent frivo
the freedom-loving,"don't tread
it does.
Senators McCain and Lieber- ing
law-abiding gun manufacturers that
For instance, Benelli makes an
me" patriotic types that are the
man think that anyone — includ- on
was amensied to death this past excellent semi-automatic shotgun
at gun shows, there would
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ing criminals, juveniles and forwater
with
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that is
One amendment to the bill would fowl and turkey hunters because
seek to close the "gun show loop- it will shoot the heavy 3.5 inch
hole". Another amendment was magnum shell. Their new model
OF
attached to extend Clinton's ban has a pistol-grip handle to aid
was
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• Arms
•Ammunition
• Archery

•Batt & Tackle
• Hunting Clothing
•Binoculars

Hwy. 94 East • Murray • 753-6966
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Combined Experience and Excellence
for more than 36 years
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CARPET & FLOOR COVERING
(7arpet
Vinyl
Tile
Ilardwood
CI

We Do It All, Saks and Installation

(270) 753-7728

• 771-;-114.2
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'Cataract Evaluation

•Glaucoma Detection
and Treatment
'Diabetic Eye Disease
Diagnosis
•Foreign Body
Removal

•Refractive Laser
Surgery Consultation
•Pink Eye
Treatment
kn, 4. Adam O.D.

Eyecure Specialties
308 S. 12th St. • niturrciy • 759-2500

HWY. 94 EAST • MURRAY • 759-9303

NOVV FORMING POOL LEAGUES
FREE
POOL
With Purchase
of Meal

Tues: Open 8-Ball Tournament
Wed: Ladies' Night
Thurs: 9-Ball Tournament
Fri: Live DJ
Sun:8-Ball Tournament

NOW
SERVING
MEAN GENE'S
PIZZA

Other features: 8 h.p. Honda Inboard Motor,
Sure Ride 2000 Trailer, Bow Facing Oars
and Custom Boat Cover.
Can be seen at the
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17-1/2 ft. Reelfoot Stump Jumper
Crafted in 2000 by Dale Calhoun
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a good ntighbor and friend to
sportsmen, and I appreciate his
efforts on our behalf.
The local chapter of the National Wild Turkey Federation wrapped
up another highly successful
fundraising banquet last weekend
in spite of competition from the
Murray State basketball game.
This group works very hard to
support wild turkey and youth programs in our area and to promote
our hunting heritage.
I was especially happy to see
Senate Candidate Ken Winters at
the banquet.
It serves us well when those
in office or running for office take
an active interest in hunting and
the outdoor sports.
So that wraps up our spree of
spring housekeeping. Although
there are many more issues that
affect sportsmen and gun owners
out there, we'll just have to sweep
them under the rug for now.
Like I said at the beginning,
spring is on its way and there are
gobblers out there already conjuring up devious ways to humble
this jiunter yet again.

BOAT AUCTION

+ Scopes
•Knives
•Licenses
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CONNIE WIGAN USED CARS

be a lot fewer foreign terrorists
in this world.
And just what are the terrorists
going to buy? A couple of Marlin 22's? Maybe an old Winchester 30-30? On second thought, perhaps we should invite some of
those Al-Qaeda freaks over for a
shopping spree.
There is no "gun show loophole" Get over it. So maybe we
did lose the chance to stop the
lawsuits against law-abiding gun
manufacturers in exchange for the
end of the totally worthless assault
weapons ban.
The courts have already thrown
out most of the suits, anyway. All
it would take is for the Ninth Circus Court of Appeals to strike
down the ban on lawsuits had it
passed. Lawful gun owners still
came out on top.
In local matters, I want to express
my appreciation to State Rep.
Buddy Buckingham for promising
to defeat a bill that would trample the rights of private property
owners after his original, unrelated bill had been hijacked.
I have found Buddy to be both

-

ANGELS ATTIC
972 Chestnut, Murray

A Silent Auction will be held March 2-13.
A minimum reserve price has been set. Envelopes and bid
forms may be picked up at the Angels Attic during business
hours Tuesday through Saturday, Noon-5 p.m. Bids will be
opened at 5 p.m. Saturday, March 13.
Proceeds from the sale of this donated boat will beneht
the Angels Community Clinic

